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Abstract

In order to investigate the use of patient-specific (rather than water-based) models

for permanent breast seed implant (PBSI) brachytherapy, a retrospective study of 35

PBSI patients is performed. Virtual detailed-tissue patient models are created and

overlaid with Pd-103 seed geometries, allowing for simulations with egs brachy, a new

Monte Carlo code.

Considerable discrepancies in dose distributions are demonstrated. Target dose

metrics are 4-26% higher using TG43 assumptions, skin metrics are underestimated

by up to 66.5%, and large disparities are observed in heart, lung, and rib doses. The

sensitivity of dose distributions to assumptions in model creation is examined. Individ-

ualized adipose-gland segmentation thresholds and realistic seed orientations are shown

to be important for accurate modeling. Radioprotective lead shielding has a negligible

impact on skin dose.

This thesis demonstrates the importance of detailed patient modeling for PBSI

brachytherapy, illustrating the shortcomings of TG43-based simulations and contribut-

ing to the future clinical implementation of model-based dose calculation algorithms.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Breast cancer: ductal carcinoma in situ

The Canadian Cancer Society estimates that 2 in 5 Canadians will develop cancer at

some point in their lives, with an estimated 202 000 new cases expected to be diagnosed

and treated in 2016 alone1. As Canada’s population ages, this number is only expected

to increase. Among Canadian women, the most common of these diagnosed cases is

breast cancer, accounting for 26% of all female cancer diagnoses and 25 700 new cases

in 2016. Despite a rising number of breast cancer diagnoses, the female breast cancer

mortality rate (per 100 000) in Canada has been declining since the mid-1980s1, largely

thanks to improvements in cancer screening and therapy treatment procedures. These

screenings, mainly consisting of the wide-spread use of mammography in clinics across

Canada, have also lead to a considerable increase in the detection rate of treatable,

early-stage breast cancers, the most common form of which is Ductal Carcinoma in

Situ, DCIS2.

DCIS is a non-invasive (or pre-invasive) form of breast cancer. Consisting of ab-

normal cells located in the milk ducts of the breast, it usually first presents as lesions

or small microcalcifications seen during routine mammograms3. After initial identifica-

tion, a biopsy is performed to confirm the diagnosis and classify the stage and extent

1
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of the DCIS present. DCIS on its own will not spread outside the breast, but if left in

place may become invasive and spread to other tissues. To prevent this from happening,

two main treatment options are available.

The traditional treatment approach for DCIS is a full mastectomy2, completely

removing all cancerous tissue along with the remainder of the breast. A mastectomy

is typically performed on patients with large or diffuse areas of DCIS or on patients

unable to receive radiation therapy. While effective in treating DCIS, mastectomies

are physically and mentally demanding of patients, creating demand for an alternative

approach. This alternative treatment, the option pertinent to the work in this thesis,

is a breast-conserving lumpectomy followed by a regime of radiation therapy4. The

lumpectomy removes all identified areas of DCIS along with a buffer of healthy tissue.

The surgeon attempts to retain as much healthy tissue as possible, allowing for the

general structure of the breast to be maintained. But even with an additional buffer of

tissue around the tumour taken during surgery, the possibility of microscopic portions

of cancerous cells remaining in the breast exists. To prevent the possible survival and

proliferation of cancerous cells, leading to a potential recurrence of DCIS, radiation

treatment is prescribed as an adjuvant therapy. Patients treated with a combination of

lumpectomy and radiation therapy have been shown to have superior outcomes when

compared to patients treated solely with a lumpectomy5,6. The lumpectomy-radiation

combination treatment also has comparable recurrence rates to complete mastectomy

treatments5,6, while being considerably less invasive and body altering, making it an

attractive treatment option for patients fitting the selection criteria.

1.2 Radiation therapy

Radiation therapy treatments use ionizing radiation to impart energy into patient cells,

attempting to cause cell damage in targeted cancerous regions7. If a high enough radia-

1.2. RADIATION THERAPY
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tion dose is delivered, measured in Gray (1 Gy = 1 J/kg), cancer cells will sustain critical

DNA damage, causing either cell death or an inability to reproduce8. On a macroscopic

scale, radiation therapy can be used to kill or slow the growth of tumours, without the

need for surgical intervention. However, radiation dose is also highly damaging to

healthy tissues. This makes accurate treatment planning, execution, and evaluation

essential for delivering the maximum possible dose to the targeted tumour region, while

simultaneously minimizing the radiation damage done to nearby sensitive organs.

1.2.1 External beam therapy

Traditionally, DCIS radiation therapy treatments are delivered using external beam

radiation therapy. External beam therapy delivers the prescribed dose through the use

of linear accelerators (LINACs), which produce a high-energy particle beam able to

accurately target the cancerous region. However, no matter how accurately the LINAC

beam is able to target the tumor region, delivered radiation must still pass through skin

on the path to the target. This unavoidable skin dose often causes unwanted side effects,

potentially resulting in long-term, painful skin damage. Another drawback of external

beam radiation therapy is the need for treatment fractionation to maximize treatment

effectiveness. In fractionation, the total required radiation dose is divided into many

smaller dose fractions, which are then delivered in frequent treatment sessions over

the course of several weeks. While medically optimal, the duration and frequency of

treatments needed for proper radiation fractionation can put significant personal stress

on DCIS patients, leading some patients to refuse external beam treatment or opt for

a mastectomy.

1.2. RADIATION THERAPY
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1.2.2 Permanent breast seed implant brachytherapy

A radiation therapy alternative to the external beam method is found in brachytherapy.

Brachytherapy involves the implantation of many small, sealed containers of radioactive

material (known as seeds or sources) directly into patient tissues9. As the seeds are

located in the immediate vicinity of the targeted area, the required photon energy for

treatment is very low. These low energies lead to a sharp decline in photon fluence

with distance, preventing high amounts of energy deposition outside of the immediate

seed vicinity. This dose localization, along with the ability to accurately position the

implanted seeds, allows for the creation of highly conformal dose distributions from

within the patient.

For post-lumpectomy DCIS patients, a brachytherapy alternative to external beam

irradiation is permanent breast seed implantation (PBSI). First pioneered in 200610, it

consists of 50 to 120 103Pd seeds implanted into the target through the lateral breast

wall. Ultrasound imaging allows a fiducial needle to position seeds at a predetermined

depth and angle according to a calculated treatment plan. Over the course of a 1 hour

surgery10, many 103Pd seeds (eg. TheraSeed Model 200 seeds as seen in Figure 1.1) are

positioned around the lumpectomy site in order to deliver the prescribed dose of 90 Gy,

while also attempting to minimize the dose to skin11. These 103Pd seeds are chosen for

their particularly low-energy spectra, dominated by 20.1 and 22.7 keV photons12, which

are ideal for preventing high doses outside of the target. After a brief recovery period,

PBSI patients are discharged on the same day as arrival and surgery, only requiring a

follow-up evaluation at 1 month post-implantaton.13

1.2. RADIATION THERAPY
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Figure 1.1: The geometry of a Theragenics Co., TheraSeed 200. The seed consists
of a lead marker (red) sandwiched between two cylindrical, radioactive 103Pd coated
graphite pellets (maroon), and enclosed inside a titanium tube (brown). The seed
is 4.50 mm long with a diameter of 0.826 mm.

1.3 Treatment planning and evaluation

Currently, all clinical dose calculations for PBSI brachytherapy are performed according

to the method suggested in the report of Task Group 43 (TG43), as published by the

American Association of Physicists in Medicine14. Although the TG43 formalism does

allow the user to account for source orientation when performing brachytherapy dose

calculations, it recommends the use of a one-dimensional, point source approximation

when seed insertion angles are not well defined. As seed orientation is often unknown or

unrecorded during PBSI treatments, the one-dimensional formalism is frequently used.

To calculate dose distributions, TG43 parameters are pulled from a pre-calculated

database15 by the treatment planning system, having been determined through a combi-

nation of precise water phantom measurements and Monte Carlo simulated dose distri-

butions. To calculate a multi-seed dose distribution, individual seed dose distributions

are superimposed, combining the contributions of each individual source. The TG43

method has been successfully implemented in clinical brachytherapy treatment planning

systems around the world for several reasons. By providing a straightforward method

for the creation of treatment dose distributions in water, inter-clinic consistency in treat-

ment planning is improved. Using pre-calculated TG43 parameters in dose calculation

eliminates the need for clinicians to perform precision dose measurements or create

1.3. TREATMENT PLANNING AND EVALUATION
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Monte Carlo models, further increasing consistency. And in using a 1-D formalism to

calculate dose distributions for PBSI treatment planning and evaluation, no angular

seed orientations are required. Unlike seed positions, discernible on CT images due to

internal lead markers, these seed orientations are extremely difficult to determine on

post-surgery CT images.

While the TG43 formalism provides a fast and practical method for clinical treat-

ment planning, it has many inherent simplifications. Patients are approximated as an

infinite body of water, ignoring the presence of many non-water tissues in the patient,

such as gland, adipose, cortical bone, and skin, as well as the existence of an air in-

terface on the patient exterior. Patient tissues can differ considerably from water in

both elemental composition and density (Table 2.1). These differences are of particular

importance when examining the energy deposition for the low energy photons produced

by a 103Pd source, for reasons covered in the following paragraphs.

As radiation therapy photons travel through media, they interact primarily in one

of four main ways: the photoelectric effect, incoherent/Compton scattering, coher-

ent/Rayleigh scattering, and pair (or triplet) production16. These interactions cause

photon attenuation, reducing the number (N), and potentially the energy (E), of pho-

tons further “downstream” in the medium. Photon attenuation, characterized by the

linear attenuation coefficient μ, results in a lower photon fluence (φ) and energy fluence

(Ψ). For a monoenergetic photon beam of energy hν, the photon fluence can be defined

by the number of photons entering an imaginary sphere of cross-sectional area dA7:

φ =
dN

dA
, (1.1)

1.3. TREATMENT PLANNING AND EVALUATION
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with the energy fluence similarly defined as the energy crossing dA

Ψ =
dE

dA
= hν · φ. (1.2)

Of the four previously mentioned photon interactions, only Compton scattering and

the photoelectric effect are relevant for energy deposition at the energy scales of PBSI

brachytherapy, as no pair production interactions occur at keV brachytherapy energies

and Rayleigh interactions transfer no energy to charged particles. Relevant interaction

cross sections are dependent on photon energy (hν), as well as the medium effective

atomic number, Zeff (a weighted average of atomic numbers for medium comprised of

a mixture of elements). At higher energies, Compton scattering is the predominant

form of photon interaction. This is because the atomic cross section for photoelectric

interaction has a photon energy dependence of (hν)−3, a stark contrast to Compton

scattering, whose atomic cross section has comparatively little photon energy depen-

dence at brachytherapy energies. The Compton atomic cross section does have a linear

dependence on Zeff , but this linear dependence is not enough to create a large differ-

ence in atomic cross section for media of similar Zeff . However, for
103Pd photons, the

photoelectric effect is the predominant interaction. The atomic cross section for the

photoelectric effect is highly dependent on the effective atomic number of the media

involved, proportional to roughly Z4
eff . Thus, small changes in elemental composition

can potentially have large effects on the observed photon interaction cross section in

brachytherapy treatments.

The transfer of energy from photons to charged particles in the surrounding medium

is described by the medium’s kerma (Kinetic Energy Released per unit MAss). Kerma

can be broken down into its two components, radiative kerma (Krad), which represents

transferred energy that is lost to radiative interactions, and collision kerma (Kcol), which

1.3. TREATMENT PLANNING AND EVALUATION
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represents the transferred energy that is eventually absorbed locally by the medium

through ionizational electron interactions. Although collision kerma is not the same

as radiation dose (it is calculated at the location of photon interaction rather than

the site of energy deposition) the two are nearly equivalent at low energies due to the

short distances traveled by the electrons (relative to the length-scales being considered).

Collision kerma is also a much easier quantity to calculate than dose, as it can be defined

in a medium ‘m’ for a monoenergetic photon beam as

(Kcol)m = Ψ · (μen/ρ)m. (1.3)

This equation demonstrates that the energy transferred into a medium is directly pro-

portional to photon energy fluence (Ψ) as well as the medium mass-energy absorption

coefficient, (μen/ρ)m. Since the amount of energy deposited by photons in a medium

depends strongly on the number of photon interactions in that medium, variation in

media μen/ρ values are caused by changes in the underlying atomic cross sections. So

at low brachytherapy energies, μen/ρ strongly depends on Zeff , just like the atomic

cross section for the photoelectric effect. This means that the differences in elemental

composition and Zeff between water and breast tissues create a large discrepancy in

medium μen/ρ values (Figure 1.2). At 20.7 keV, the mean energy of a photon leav-

ing a TheraSeed200 103Pd source17, the ratios of mass-energy absorption coefficients

of adipose and gland versus water, (μen/ρ)
adipose
water and (μen/ρ)

gland
water, are 0.591 and 0.798

respectively. Thus, the TG43 formalism assumption of a water equivalent patient is not

an accurate representation of reality, as breast tissues are far from being radiologically

water equivalent at brachytherapy energies.

Additionally, the TG43 protocol ignores the impact of interseed attenuation on pa-

tient dose distributions. The use of lead and titanium in the construction of a TheraSeed

1.3. TREATMENT PLANNING AND EVALUATION
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Figure 1.2: Mass-energy absorption coefficients for several important tissue compositions
used in the thesis, normalized to the mass-energy absorption value of water. The energy
range shown spans typical energies for PBSI brachytherapy treatments.

200 brachytherapy source introduces additional high-Z materials into the field of pho-

ton fluence, the presence of which is completely disregarded by the TG43 approach of

superimposing pre-calculated single seed dose distributions.

1.4 Model-based dose calculation algorithms

Due to the shortcomings of TG43-based dose calculation methods, a relatively recent

report by AAPM Task Group 186 endorsed the use of Model-Based Dose Calculation

Algorithms (MBDCAs) for brachytherapy applications18. One of the most promising

1.4. MODEL-BASED DOSE CALCULATION ALGORITHMS
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possible approaches to MBDCAs is the use of Monte Carlo (MC) techniques to sim-

ulate radiation propagation and energy deposition. Patient-specific treatment models

are created using advanced geometry packages and combined with MC radiation trans-

port software, allowing for the accurate simulation of detailed patient geometries. In

egs brachy19, the MBDCA used in this work, patient models are constructed from a

large number of voxels (volumetric-pixels). Voxels serve as model building blocks and

are assigned an elemental tissue composition and mass density based on CT imaging

(elaboration can be found in Section 2.2.2). Simulation geometries also include de-

tailed models of sources and applicators, a necessary addition for the simulation of

detailed treatments. Currently, the published literature also describes several differ-

ent MC codes able to perform dose calculations using these patient-specific models,

including PTRAN20, Brachydose21, and ALGEBRA22.

Some early MC studies quantified the importance of considering non-water tissue

and interseed attenuation when performing dose calculations for different treatments.

For an electronic Xoft x-ray source in breast tissue, Taylor et al23 found that accounting

for the effects of non-water media leads to dose decreases of greater than 10% within

1 cm of the source. With a 103Pd treatment plan in prostate tissues, Chibani and

Williamson24 showed that the minimum dose delivered to 100% of the prostate volume

(D100), was 6% lower when the prostate was modeled as soft tissue, as opposed to pure

water. Using patient data, Carrier et al25 found differences of 7% between the clini-

cal TG43 techniques and their MC results over a retrospective dosimetry study of 28

prostate patients, concluding that TG43 based techniques were consistently overesti-

mating the dose received by the prostate and surrounding organs.

Research has also begun to investigate the use of MBDCAs in the planning and

evaluation of breast brachytherapy treatments. Early work often focused on determin-

ing the impact of accurately modeling the breast. Initially approximated as a 50/50

1.4. MODEL-BASED DOSE CALCULATION ALGORITHMS
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adipose/gland mixture in x-ray and dosimetry studies, work by Yaffe et al26 showed

this to be a poor estimation of realistic breast tissue, finding mean breast compositions

to be primarily adipose (74.4% - 86.3%), but with large variations between women.

These inter-patient variations in adipose proportion have been shown to have signifi-

cant dosimetric effects27,28,29 in blended adipose-gland breast models, where a uniform

adipose-gland mixture is assigned to every voxel in the breast. However, Sutherland

et al30 and Afsharpour et al27 suggest that these blended tissue compositions are also

not accurate representations of an actual breast, suggesting models with realistically

segmented adipose-gland tissues, where each voxel is assigned either gland or adipose

(not a mixture), should be used.

Recent MCBDA breast brachytherapy PBSI studies have further improved the ac-

curacy of virtual breast models and begun to catalog the shortcomings of TG43-based

dosimetry. Patient-specific, adipose-gland segmented phantoms have become more com-

mon31,32,33,34, using patient CT data to create individualized patient models for specific

treatment plans. Miksys et al31,32 provided guidelines for breast model creation, giving

insight into the application of metallic artifact reduction techniques and investigat-

ing the sensitivity of patient dose distributions to tissue modeling choices. Adipose-

gland segmentation has been performed using fixed density boundaries to delineate

adipose and gland tissue, defined either by cohort CT data33 or literature review32 as

well as individualized patient-specific boundaries, defined on a patient-by-patient basis

through the analysis of CT data35. Dose distributions generated using detailed tissue

patient-specific models were compared to those using TG43-based models, noting that

TG43-based simulations consistently overestimate the dose to the target region by large

amounts, while simultaneously underestimating skin dose31,32,33,34. The existing litera-

ture confirms the importance of modeling non-water tissue and interseed attenuation,

justifying the need for further research into the use of model-based dose calculation

1.4. MODEL-BASED DOSE CALCULATION ALGORITHMS
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algorithms.

1.5 Thesis purpose

Recent works by Miksys et al31,32 and Afsharpour et al33,34 have created detailed patient-

specific models for use in calculating PBSI brachytherapy dose distributions. These

studies have demonstrated that TG43 based models overestimate target dose metrics32

and underestimate doses to the skin32, as well as analyzing the impact of accurate

dosimetry when evaluating radiobiological indices35. But aside from research performed

on a small, 4 patient cohort by Miksys et al in 201632, little work has been published

examining the sensitivity of model-based dose distributions to uncertainties in several

important aspects of patient virtual model creation. Furthermore, implant practices

may vary considerably between institutions, as few standards exist for treatment plan-

ning, surgical implant techniques, number and strength of seeds, and definition of the

target. In moving towards the clinical implantation of MBDCA methods, further re-

search into the dosimetry of patient-specific MC modeling is essential.

This thesis explores MC dosimetry for a cohort of 35 PBSI patients recently treated

at the BC Cancer Agency (BCCA). It is the first dosimetric study to use egs brachy, a

new MC code specifically for brachytherapy purposes. By demonstrating the ability of

egs brachy to perform accurate MC simulations of PBSI patients, this work hopes to

provide an important intermediate step towards the potential future implementation of

egs brachy into clinical treatment planning systems. Detailed virtual models are devel-

oped alongside traditional TG43 water-based models, and a comprehensive comparison

of dose metrics is undertaken to evaluate the ability of the MC models to predict the

brachytherapy radiation dose delivered to the target and surrounding tissues. As the

BCCA has only recently (201236) begun to perform PBSI treatments, this will be the

first use of detailed tissue dose distributions to evaluate their current surgical and treat-

1.5. THESIS PURPOSE
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ment planning procedures. To conduct this evaluation, an exhaustive number of dose

metrics are extracted, including heart, lung, and rib dose metrics not previously exam-

ined by any MC PBSI study. Lastly, an investigation of dose distribution sensitivity

to decisions in model-creation is performed for the first time with a moderately sized

cohort. The choice of a fixed-threshold or variable-threshold approach to adipose-gland

segmentation is explored. Three different seed orientations are examined in order to

investigate the dosimetric impact of accurately modeling seed alignment. Finally, a pre-

liminary investigation into the dosimetric influence of a bra-inserted lead shield specific

to the BCCA is performed. In summary, the goals of this thesis are to:

• develop a patient-specific MC model to simulate patient PBSI doses;

• compare the dosimetric results of full-tissue, detailed MC modeling to standard

water-based TG43 models;

• assess the dosimetric influence of fixed versus individualized adipose-gland thresh-

old boundaries;

• determine the effects of varying seed orientation on patient dose distributions;

• investigate the potential impact of a lead bra-insert on patient skin dose.

1.6 Thesis outline

Chapter 1 has provided a brief review of some of the medical physics concepts re-

quired for understanding the work presented by the thesis. An introduction to breast

PBSI brachytherapy has been provided and some current PBSI modeling techniques

are touched upon. Chapter 2 provides the methods used in the thesis, outlining the

techniques required to create accurate MC brachytherapy dose distributions. Virtual

breast models are created for each patient, the MC algorithm egs brachy is introduced,

1.6. THESIS OUTLINE
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and the extraction of clinical dose metrics is explained. Chapter 3 presents the results

of a dosimetric analysis. Beginning with an individual patient example, patient doses

from a TG43-based and a detailed reference model are compared. Results for the full

cohort are then presented, comparing water-based and tissue-based models. Variations

in tissue assignment, seed orientation, and lead shielding are also explored. Chapter

4 provides a discussion of the reported results. Comparisons are made to the published

PBSI literature, treatment performance is evaluated, and the limitations of current

model-creation procedures are highlighted. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis, summa-

rizing the work’s major findings and providing insight into future research opportunities

in the field of MC PBSI modeling.

1.6. THESIS OUTLINE
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Methods

2.1 Patient cohort database

The patient cohort for this work consists of 35 patients treated with permanent 103Pd

breast seed implants at the BC Cancer Agency - Southern Interior. Patient data use in

this study has been approved by the UBC BC Cancer Agency Research Ethics Board,

and was reviewed by the Carleton University Research Ethics Board. A database of

post-operative patient data is created according to the DICOM (Digital Imaging and

Communications in Medicine) standard and securely transferred to Carleton servers.

Anonymized, post-implant CT data, taken one month after surgery, are composed of

71-240 torso slices of 2 mm thickness, each made up of a 512 x 512 grid of 0.977-

1.25 mm square pixels. The patient cohort was not pre-screened for the presence of

breast calcifications.

For each patient, data from physician-drawn organ contours are included in the

database. These structures include the clinical target volume (CTV ), planning target

volume 0.5 (PTV0.5 ), planning target volume 1.0 (PTV1.0 ), breast, ribs, skin, ipsi-

lateral lung, heart, and chest wall. For this work, the CTV is defined as the surgical

seroma, a pocket of bodily fluid formed around the region of removed tissue. The

PTV0.5 is defined as the CTV plus an additional 5 mm buffer. For the BC Cancer

Agency, this PTV0.5 contour defines the target for all PBSI radiation therapy treatment

15
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planning, and will be referred to as the target throughout this work. The PTV1.0 is

the largest target region, defined as the CTV with an extra 10 mm buffer. Locations of

the 52-118 Theragenics Co., Theraseed 200 103Pd radioactive seeds are recorded, along

with the corresponding air kerma strengths and angles of surgical insertion. This is all

post-operative information required to recreate and evaluate the treatment received by

each patient. The goal of these treatments is to deliver a prescription minimum dose

of 90 Gy to the target (PTV0.5 ), while minimizing the dose received by the skin and

other normal tissues.

2.2 Development of virtual patient models

To create virtual patient models from raw CT images, several steps need to be taken

(Figure 2.1). First, a metallic artifact reduction technique must be applied. The pres-

ence of brachytherapy seeds inside a patient breast during CT imaging creates high-

density CT artifacts. These artifacts are caused by the high-Z, high-density seed ma-

terials sharply increasing photon attenuation and scattering around the source. This

disruption of photon fluence is captured by the CT scanner, presenting as high-density

artifacts. As these artifacts are located in or around targeted breast regions, they can

lead to large errors in dose37,38. To mitigate the dosimetric effects of seed artifacts, a

metallic artifact reduction (MAR) technique (Section 2.2.1) is applied to the CT data

prior to the next step in the model creation process.

Next, MAR-corrected, post-implant CT data are used to create patient-specific

voxelized virtual models, known as phantoms. CT pixels are one-to-one mapped to a

corresponding phantom voxel, providing information necessary to assign voxel tissue

compositions and densities. This tissue assignment is guided for each model by its

tissue assignment scheme (TAS, Section 2.2.2). To assign voxel tissue compositions,

the TAS checks each phantom voxel position against all known organ locations, deter-
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Figure 2.1: Starting from a sample raw DICOM-CT image (left), a Metallic Artifact Re-
duction technique is applied to prepare for model creation (middle). Tissues are assigned
on a voxel-by-voxel basis to create a full tissue egs brachy patient model (right), with skin
(teal), gland (pink), adipose (yellow), heart (red), lung (gray), and bone (blue) tissues
visible.

mined by comparing the voxel center position to the volumes enveloped by the provided

physician-drawn contours. Once an organ is specified, voxel tissue composition is as-

signed by comparing the CT-pixel’s density against the scheme’s list of tissue types and

densities for said organ. A list of tissues available for assignment, along with composi-

tion information, is found in Table 2.1. To assign voxel mass density (required for MC

simulation of radiation transport and energy deposition), CT-derived density values are

assigned to the phantom on a voxel-by-voxel basis in all detailed models (ie., models

with non-water tissues assigned) used in this work. As CT data is in Hounsfield Units, a

conversion to pixel density is required, determined by a machine-specific CT calibration

curve acquired through routine quality assurance (Appendix A).

2.2.1 Metallic artifact reduction

If left uncorrected, a detailed tissue assignment scheme will assign high density, high

μen/ρ calcification to existing CT artifact voxels. As these calcifications are located

immediately around the seed, photon fluence will be reduced throughout the breast,

2.2. DEVELOPMENT OF VIRTUAL PATIENT MODELS
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considerably changing dose distributions in the phantom. To mitigate this, several ap-

proaches to MAR have been suggested in the literature, such as Standard Threshold

Replacement (STR)31,38,39, median filter31,38,40, and fan beam virtual sinogram31,39,41,42

approaches. For this thesis, STR is used, as recommended by Miksys et al32 for its

straightforwardness and effectiveness. STR has been shown to prevent the false assign-

ment of dense, calcification media in sensitive areas, while preserving the assignment

of real calcification tissue and retaining the segmentation between gland and adipose

tissue inside the breast.

An in-house Python script was created to perform STR on PBSI patient images.

All voxels within a 0.5 cm radius cylinder, extending two slices above and below, of all

recorded seed positions are checked against a chosen STR cutoff density of 1.16 g cm-3,

defined by the calcification assignment boundary in breast tissue outside of STR-checked

regions. If a voxel density exceeds this 1.16 g cm-3 cutoff, it is flagged as artifact. All

artifact voxels are replaced with the mean density of patient target tissue, 0.917 g cm-3,

leading to an eventual tissue assignment of adipose. A low density cutoff of 0.800 g cm-3,

well below the range of normal breast tissue density, is also applied to all voxels inside

the breast contour to mitigate any possible dark streaking seed artifacts. For clarity,

the STR procedure is outlined in Figure 2.2.

2.2. DEVELOPMENT OF VIRTUAL PATIENT MODELS
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Table 2.1: Elemental compositions and mass density values for phantom assigned tis-
sues43,44,45. Regions associated with each tissue are indicated as: (B)reast, (C)hest Wall,
(H)eart, (L)ung, (R)ibs, (S)kin, (E)lse.

Composition (Mass %)

Tissue ρ (g cm-3) H C N O Other

Adipose144 (B,C,R) 0.970 11.2 51.7 1.3 35.5 Na(0.1), S(0.1), Cl(0.1)
Adipose244 (B,C,R) 0.950 11.4 59.8 0.7 27.8 Na(0.1), S(0.1), Cl(0.1)
Adipose344 (B,C,R) 0.930 11.6 68.1 0.2 19.8 Na(0.1), S(0.1), Cl(0.1)
Air (L,S,E)45 0.001 0.07 0.01 75.0 23.6 Ar(1.27)
Bone44 (C,R,E) 1.920 3.4 15.5 4.2 43.5 Na(0.1), Mg(0.2), P(10.3), S(0.3), Ca(22.5)
Cartilage44 (C) 1.100 9.6 9.9 2.2 74.4 Na(0.5), P(92.2), S(0.9), Cl(0.3)
Calcification (B)43 3.060 0.3 1.6 0.5 40.7 P(18.7), Ca (38.2)
Gland144 (B) 0.990 10.9 50.6 2.3 35.8 Na(0.1), P(0.1), S(0.1), Cl(0.1)
Gland244 (B) 1.020 10.6 33.2 3.0 52.7 Na(0.1), P(0.1), S(0.2), Cl(0.1)
Gland344 (B) 1.060 10.2 15.8 3.7 69.8 Na(0.1), P(0.1), S(0.2), Cl(0.1)
Heart44 (H) 1.050 10.4 13.9 2.9 71.8 Na(0.1), P(0.2), S(0.2), Cl(0.2), K(0.3)
Lung44 (L) 1.050 10.3 10.5 3.1 74.9 Na(0.2), P(0.2), S(0.3), Cl(0.3), K(0.2)
R. Marrow44 (R) 1.030 10.5 41.4 3.4 43.9 P(0.1), S(0.2), Cl(0.2), K(0.2), Fe(0.1)
Y. Marrow44 (R) 0.980 11.5 64.4 0.7 23.1 Na(0.1), S(0.1), Cl(0.1)
Muscle44 (C,E) 1.050 10.2 15.8 3.7 69.8 Na(0.1), P(0.1), S(0.1), Cl(0.1)
Skin144 (S) 1.090 10.0 25.0 4.6 59.4 Na(0.2), P(0.1), S(0.3), Cl(0.3), K(0.1)
Skin244 (S) 1.090 10.0 20.4 4.2 64.5 Na(0.2), P(0.1), S(0.2), Cl(0.3), K(0.1)
Skin344 (S) 1.090 10.0 215.8 3.7 69.5 Na(0.1), P(0.1), S(0.2), Cl(0.3), K(0.1)
Water45 (E) 0.998 11.2 0 0 88.8 -
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Figure 2.2: An example of the simple threshold replacement artifact reduction technique.
Beginning with an initial CT image (A), voxels near seed positions (gray) are checked for
possible artifacts (B). Identified artifact voxels, shown in black, (C) are then replaced to
produce a STR processed CT slice (D).

2.2.2 Tissue assignment schemes

In this thesis, 3 different tissue schemes are presented: MCref, MCfixed, and TG43sim.

MCref is modeled to serve as our reference MBDCA model, TG43sim to provide a

TG43-analog for the evaluation of current treatment planning system methods, and

MCfixed is modeled to investigate uncertainties in adipose-gland segmentation during

tissue assignment. To investigate the effect of seed orientation on patient dose distri-

butions (Section 2.3), the MCref phantom is used for multiple simulations.

2.2. DEVELOPMENT OF VIRTUAL PATIENT MODELS
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Figure 2.3: Overview of tissue assignment schemes used to create MCref, MCfixed,
and TG43sim. Vertical axis density values are not to scale. In MCfixed, the floating
A / G bound is fixed at 0.9476 g cm-3. Tissue compositions are found in Table 2.1.

2.2. DEVELOPMENT OF VIRTUAL PATIENT MODELS
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MCref

To construct MCref, voxels found inside of provided lung, heart, and skin contours are

assigned ‘Lung–blood-filled’, ‘Heart 2’, and ‘Skin 2’44 respectively, as recommended by

TG18618. Skin and lung contours may also contain air, so low density voxels found in

these contours, along with the those along the exterior of the phantom, are assigned

‘Air’, a standard45 air composition at 40% humidity. Inside rib contours, ‘skeleton– cor-

tical bone’, ‘skeleton–red marrow’ and ‘skeleton-yellow marrow’44 are assigned based on

voxel density. A provided chest wall contour allows ‘skeleton–cartilage’ to be assigned,

along with ‘Adipose 2’, ‘Muscle – skeletal 2’, and ‘skeleton– cortical bone’44. Any vox-

els outside of these contours are considered to be in the Else contour, where adipose,

muscle, air, and bone tissues are assigned, in line with TG186 recommendations.

The assignment of breast tissue composition is a source of considerable variation

among models presented in the literature. PBSI MBDCA literature indicates that the

segmentation of adipose and gland tissues in the breast is required for the accurate

simulation of patient dose distributions18,30,33, but several different methods to deter-

mine a density boundary for breast tissue segmentation have been presented32,33,35,46,47.

These methods can result in large composition variations in the immediate vicinity of

seeds, the area most likely to affect photon fluence throughout the breast. Some recent

brachytherapy breast models, used in work by Afsharpour et al (2012)35 and White

et al (2014)47, were created using patient-specific density boundaries, derived from a

patient-specific analysis of breast CT numbers.

For each patient, a voxel density histogram of the breast is created (Figure 2.4).

A double-peaked Gaussian fit is performed on the resulting distribution, assuming that

the densities of adipose and gland tissues follow a Gaussian distribution. Breaking

the fit into the two component distributions, representing the volume of adipose and

gland tissue present, the density values at the peak of the component adipose and gland

2.2. DEVELOPMENT OF VIRTUAL PATIENT MODELS
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Figure 2.4: Normalized mass density histogram of breast voxels in an example pa-
tient. Adipose (purple) and gland (green) Gaussians are fitted and displayed, with
the individualized and fixed adipose-gland boundaries overlaid.

distributions are taken. The halfway point between these two density values is taken

to be the patient specific adipose-gland boundary (Figure 2.4). Several other meth-

ods of extracting the boundary value were investigated, based on various combinations

of the component distribution variables (such as distribution σ, maxima, and statis-

tical values α and β (type-I and type-II errors)), but the chosen method consistently

demonstrated the best delineation of adipose-gland tissues, with the additional bene-

fit of being simple to implement. These created adipose-gland boundaries range from

0.9179 to 0.9700 g cm−3, with a mean value of 0.9476 g cm-3.

The resulting boundary is then used to assign ‘Adipose 2’ and ‘Gland 2’ in the

2.2. DEVELOPMENT OF VIRTUAL PATIENT MODELS
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breast44. As the cohort was not pre-screened for the presence of calcification, ’Calcifi-

cation’43 tissue is also assigned in the breast. However, any calcification tissue remaining

after the MAR treatment accounts for less than 0.2% of the overall breast volume in

all patients, so this assignment has little effect. The complete MCref tissue assignment

scheme is outlined in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.5: Sample MCref patient model imaged in egs view, a package for viewing egs++
geometries. Several tissues and organs have made completely or partially transparent to
allow for a clear view of internal tissues. Segmented adipose (semi-transparent green) and
gland (purple) tissues are visible shown in purple).

MCfixed

To investigate the sensitivity of dose distributions to the adoption of a patient-

specific adipose-gland cutoff for breast segmentation, an alternative MCfixed model is

created. MCfixed uses a fixed adipose-gland cutoff boundary of 0.9476 g cm-3, rep-

resenting the mean value of the 35 individualized MCref boundaries, to segment adi-

pose and gland tissues in the entire patient cohort. This value is comparable to other

fixed-density adipose-gland density boundary values found in the literature, such as

Afsharpour et al33, who chose a value of 0.949 g cm-3 based on a density analysis of the

2.2. DEVELOPMENT OF VIRTUAL PATIENT MODELS
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non-treated breast in ten randomly chosen patients and Miksys et al32, who examined

two literature-based density values, 0.956 g cm-3 and 0.985 g cm-3.

As the MCref gland-adipose density boundaries can vary between 0.9179 and 0.9700

g cm-3, significant differences in breast adipose proportions between MCref and MCfixed

models may occur. In patient #24, with an individualized boundary of 0.9179 g cm-3,

changing to the fixed 0.9476 g cm-3 adipose-gland boundary results in a percentage of

breast assigned adipose increase of 19.8% (from 44.4% to 64.3%) in the PTV0.5. For

the patient with the highest individualized adipose-gland boundary (#8), the change

away from an adipose-gland boundary of 0.9700 g cm-3 results in a decrease of 12.7% in

the proportion of PTV0.5 voxels assigned adipose (from 43.1% to 30.4%). While these

two patients represent the largest boundary differences, and therefore the largest shifts

in composition, many other patient models shift by 5-15% in their adipose and gland

breast proportions when transitioning between the MCref and MCfixed models (Table

2.2).

TG43sim

In order to allow for a direct comparison of MCref to TG43 conditions, the model

TG43sim is also created. The TG43sim TAS assigns water media to all phantom vox-

els, and all voxel mass densities are overwitten, instead assigning a density of 0.998

g cm-3 45. When simulations using the TG43sim model are performed, the egs brachy

‘Superposition’ run mode option is enabled19. This option allows egs brachy to ignore

interseed effects, as any non-photon emitting seeds are replaced with water for each

history.

2.2. DEVELOPMENT OF VIRTUAL PATIENT MODELS
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Table 2.2: Percentage of CTV and PTV0.5 regions assigned adipose tissue
from MCref and MCfixed tissue assignment schemes. Δ represents the dif-
ference in adipose percentage between the two schemes (MCref - MCfixed).

Patient CTV PTV0.5
Number MCref MCfixed Δ MCref MCfixed Δ

1 11.4 9.9 1.5 32.5 28.7 3.8
2 18.5 11.7 6.8 44.1 33.0 11.2
3 23.4 32.1 -8.7 48.9 60.1 -11.2
4 15.1 14.5 0.6 24.7 22.8 1.9
5 11.0 9.3 1.7 38.7 34.4 4.3
6 26.5 20.1 6.4 37.8 29.7 8.1
7 4.9 3.6 1.3 31.1 24.4 6.7
8 15.7 9.5 6.2 43.1 30.4 12.7
9 15.3 17.8 -2.5 38.2 41.9 -3.7
10 15.1 13.3 1.7 33.7 28.0 5.7
11 17.2 15.9 1.2 37.5 34.8 2.7
12 16.6 18.5 -1.9 40.7 43.9 -3.2
13 14.6 15.4 -0.7 44.9 45.9 -1.0
14 13.6 12.4 1.2 31.8 29.6 2.2
15 3.4 3.4 0.0 25.5 25.5 0.0
16 14.7 15.5 -0.8 31.5 32.6 -1.2
17 32.0 26.4 5.7 50.5 43.0 7.5
18 14.4 23.1 -8.7 37.7 51.0 -13.4
19 14.7 17.3 -2.6 40.9 46.8 -5.8
20 16.2 15.5 0.8 39.8 38.2 1.6
21 18.1 25.0 -6.9 36.1 45.7 -9.6
22 10.2 12.7 -2.6 30.3 36.7 -6.4
23 14.4 14.8 -0.3 32.3 32.7 -0.4
24 27.1 45.8 -18.7 44.5 64.3 -19.7
25 6.6 9.3 -2.7 23.5 30.9 -7.3
26 18.4 20.8 -2.4 41.1 48.3 -7.2
27 55.4 69.6 -14.1 60.5 71.6 -11.1
28 26.3 21.4 5.0 36.2 30.8 5.4
29 13.3 14.7 -1.4 29.8 33.1 -3.3
30 34.0 20.8 13.2 58.0 45.3 12.7
31 18.2 15.8 2.4 37.9 33.8 4.1
32 36.6 31.8 4.8 57.5 52.2 5.2
33 12.6 10.7 1.9 35.8 30.9 5.0
34 4.8 6.9 -2.1 27.2 35.7 -8.5
35 13.4 12.3 1.1 45.5 44.1 1.4
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2.3 Seed positioning within patient models

Before egs brachy simulations can be performed, Theraseed 200 103Pd seed models

must be inserted into all patient models. Modeled seed geometries are taken from

the egs brachy CLRP seed database19, having been benchmarked against previously

published TG43 dosimetry parameters. As the superimposing of seed geometries into

phantoms is separate from the phantom creation process, the same phantom can be

simulated with several different seed configurations to test the effect of seed orientation

on patient dose distributions and clinical dose metrics.

Figure 2.6: Visualization of the three different seed implant orientations used in the
different schemes (MCref, MCref-45, and MCref-z) analyzed in this thesis.

In this study, three different seed orientations are simulated in the MCref phantoms,

as seen in Figure 2.6. Designated as MCref-X, these simulations keep all non-orientation

2.3. SEED POSITIONING WITHIN PATIENT MODELS
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factors constant, allowing the impact of seed orientation to be isolated. The first orienta-

tion option, MCref-z, has all seeds aligned along the z-axis (superior-inferior alignment

relative to the patient). This is the default setting for brachytherapy simulations in

egs brachy, but a poor approximation of clinical reality, as the surgical implantation

needle is inserted laterally, not vertically, into the breast. A second orientation option,

MCref-45, also keeps a constant seed orientation across all patients, but positions the

seeds at a 45◦ angle across the transverse plane. This approximates the actual possible

angles of surgical insertion, without requiring the MBDCA end user to have access to

detailed surgical information. The third approach, used in MCref (and thus having no

suffix), models the seeds at the actual recorded angle of fiducial needle insertion. These

angles are constant for all seeds in a single treatment, but each angle can differ sig-

nificantly from the 45◦ approximation, varying between 10◦ and 70◦ depending on the

location of the tumor relative to the breast, chest wall, and skin. The MCref orientation

is our best estimation of actual patient seed angles. However, errors in orientation are

unavoidable when using pre-recorded needle angles. Clinical treatment planning sys-

tems have internal 1◦ errors, in addition to further deviations occurring due to needle

deflections while traveling through the breast tissue. As the best approximation of ac-

tual seed alignment, the MCref orientation is used in all models investigating sensitivity

to tissue assignment schemes and the influence of lead shielding.

2.4 Lead shield modeling

To alleviate concerns about the possibility of mild radiation exposure to family and

friends, many patients who undergo PBSI treatment at the BC Cancer Agency choose

to wear a radioprotective lead shield (constructed in-house) for a short time after treat-

ment. The shield is a 120 mm diameter bra-insert, consisting of a 0.15 mm lead portion

surrounded on both sides by 0.4 mm of vinyl. In order to better understand the po-

2.4. LEAD SHIELD MODELING
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tential dosimetric effects such a shield may have on target and skin dose, virtual shield

models are individually created for each patient.

To create these patient shield models for a patient, an in-house python script was

created. In each patient, the (x,y,z) coordinates for the mean seed position were found.

A cylinder of 120 mm diameter is centered at this position, extending through the

patient along the anterior-posterior (y) axis. Starting from air voxels on the anterior

(+y) side of the patient, the script searches backwards (-y direction) until the first skin

voxel is found. If said skin voxel is contained inside the bounding cylinder, it is overlaid

with a voxel-sized portion of shield (modeled as a thin lead layer with a double-sided

vinyl covering with accurate dimensions) on its air-facing side. This process is repeated

for all voxels on the patient’s anterior side (x-z plane), resulting in the construction of

a individual lead shield model for each patient in the cohort. The resulting lead shields

are overlaid on top of MCref patient models to create MCref-Pb. This new model allows

for direct comparison to patient skin doses in MCref, forming the basis for a preliminary

investigation into the effects of radioprotective lead shielding in PBSI brachytherapy.

2.5 Dose calculations with egs brachy

In order to perform simulations with the newly created virtual models, a dose cal-

culation algorithm is needed. For this work, egs brachy (version 2016.09.01) is the

chosen MBDCA. egs brachy is a new, flexible EGSnrc MC user-code developed by

the Carleton Laboratory of Radiotherapy Physics, capable of accurately calculating

brachytherapy dose distributions in voxelized virtual patient models for a wide range

of possible brachytherapy treatments19. It utilizes the EGSnrc code system48 (v2016)

to simulate photon and electron transport, and built-in and egs++ geometry libraries

to model complex geometries. To verify accuracy, egs brachy has been benchmarked

against several other popular MC codes19.
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Photons are simulated down to energies of 1 keV, effectively modeling photoelectric

absorption, Rayleigh and Compton scattering, and the fluorescent emission of character-

istic x rays. Initial photon energies are generated using a raw 103Pd spectrum taken from

TG43 published data45. Photon cross sections are based on those from the National

Institute of Standards and Technology XCOM database49. To score dose, mass-energy

absorption coefficients are pre-calculated using g, a separate EGSnrc user code, to be

used with a collision kerma tracklength scoring estimator. This tracklength estimator

scores dose to the ith voxel as:

Di = Ki
col =

1

Vi

n∑
k=1

Ek tk (μen(Ek)/ρ)i (2.1)

where Vi is the volume of the ith voxel, Ek is the energy of the kth photon, tk is the

length of the kth photon track through the voxel, and (μen(Ek)/ρ)i is the mass-energy

absorption energy coefficient of the medium in the ith voxel at energy Ek. The contri-

bution from each photon is then summed over n photon histories. Although collision

kerma is not the same as dose, the two are equivalent in brachytherapy simulations due

to the short range of electrons involved relative to voxel dimensions.

All PBSI model simulations are performed with 109 photon histories on the Car-

leton University Physics Research Computer Cluster, leading to sub-1% statistical un-

certainties in all target regions. In the skin, these uncertainties are sub-1% in 32 of 35

patients, sub 2-% in all patients (for skin voxels included in calculations of D1cm2 , as

defined in Section 2.6). Heart D1cm2 voxels have statistical uncertainties below 1.5% for

all patients with D1cm2 values above 1 Gy (27/35). To reach these statistical uncertain-

ties, simulations require between 8.4 and 12.0 computational hours, dependent on the

size of the patient phantom, number of seeds implanted, and core speed. Other sources

of uncertainty are also present in treatment simulations, often leading to greater dose
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uncertainties than the statistical uncertainty alone. An estimation of the uncertainties

introduced by interaction cross sections and seed geometries is difficult, but conserva-

tive estimates produce a value of 2%45,50. Elemental composition of assigned tissues can

differ between sources, introducing additional uncertainty into tissue μen/ρ values and

created dose distributions32. For comparison, some available alternative gland, adipose,

and skin compositions are presented in Table 2.1. Physician drawn contours introduce

an element of human error, creating additional uncertainty in the assignment of tissues.

Collectively, these additional uncertainties outweigh the relatively small statistical un-

certainties on voxel dose.

Doses are scored to the local voxel medium as dose per simulated history. To

calculate absolute dose, the use of a dose scaling factor is required, such that

Dabsolute =

(
τ · SK,ref

Shist
K,egs brachy

)
·Degs brachy (2.2)

where τ is the mean lifetime of the radionuclide used (16.991 days for 103Pd45), SK,ref

is the reference air-kerma rate, as measured by the clinic prior to implantation (ranging

from 2.30 - 2.80 μGy hr−1 at 1 m), and Shist
K,egs brachy is the egs brachy air-kerma strength

per history for the specific source model used in treatment, as calculated in separate

egs brachy simulations (6.4255 · 10−14 Gy cm2 / history for a TheraSeed 200 103Pd

source).

2.6 Analyzing dose distributions

egs brachy outputs simulation results in the form of a 3ddose file, containing the dose

delivered to each voxel, as well as the statistical uncertainties of voxel dose. To ex-

tract clinical dose metrics, dose volume histograms51 are constructed using an in-house

python script, providing a graphical representation of the dose delivered to all voxels
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contained in a specific region or organ of interest. These dose volume histograms are

complementary cumulative distribution functions and allow for the extraction of impor-

tant dose metrics, designated as DX , the minimum dose received by X % of the defined

region volume. In non-target regions, dose metrics can also be measured in absolute,

rather than fractional, volume. These metrics will be indicated by using units cc (cubic

centimeters). An example extraction of D90 is presented in Figure 2.7. For brachyther-

apy treatments, these D90 values are highly relevant to clinical medical physicists, as

they allow for a direct comparison to the physician prescribed dose of 90 Gy. This

provides a simple, effective technique for the evaluation of treatment plan efficacy.

Figure 2.7: Sample extraction of a D90 metric from a patient PTV0.5 dose
volume histogram.

For organs at risk, it is useful to define an additional dose metric, D1cm2 . This

metric is used when complications may be caused by dose hot spots, not necessarily

a uniform irradiation of normal critical structures. D1cm2 is defined as the highest

dose received by a contiguous 1 cm2 area in a region, but is usually approximated as
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the minimum dose received by the hottest 0.2 cm3 (approximately 100 voxels) of the

structure.

Volume metrics, VX , represent the fraction of a specified region receiving X per-

centage of the prescribed dose. Volume dose metrics can identify the percentage of

successfully treated volume (V90 and V100), regions of high target dose (V150 and V200),

and quantify the dosage to healthy, non-targeted organs (eg. V10(Heart)).

Figure 2.8: Sample extraction of a V200 metric from a patient PTV0.5 dose
volume histogram.

Homogeneity and conformity indices are also used in the evaluation of PBSI treat-

ments. The homogeneity index (HI), defined as

HI = 1− V150(PTV0.5)

V100(PTV0.5)
, (2.3)

is a measure of the treatment plan’s ability to homogeneously deliver a treatment dose

without the creation of hot spots in the target. To examine how conformal the delivered
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dose is to the target, the conformity index (CI) is defined as

CI =
V100(PTV0.5)

(1− V100(PTV0.5)) + V100(Body)
, (2.4)

where the Body suffix indicates the entire patient body is considered.

This work often compares dose metrics produced by simulations of the reference

model (MCref) with those extracted from alternative models (Alt), making it useful to

define a standard formula for finding percentage differences (%Δ) of given metric (M)

between models

%Δ =
MMCref −MAlt

MMCref

× 100%. (2.5)

As the absolute value of the difference is not taken, this formula can lead to negative

%Δ values, indicating that the alternative model resulted in an increase in the chosen

dose metric.
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Results

3.1 Comparison of MCref and TG43sim models

Before presenting results for the comparison of MCref and TG43sim model dose metrics

over the complete cohort, results for a single example patient are presented. Patient

#14 is used, having near average dose metrics for both MCref and TG43sim, along with

having easily distinguishable tissue types around the treatment area. To help visualize

differences in dose distributions throughout the patient, a dose ratio colourwash is

created by plotting the ratio of voxel doses (MCref/TG43sim) across a single CT slice

(Figure 3.1). For consistency, this is the same slice from Patient #14 previously shown

in both Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2.

To understand the differences between MCref and TG43sim dose distributions (Fig-

ure 3.1), it is important to recall some of the concepts outlined in Section 1.3. Defined

in Eq.(1.3), collision kerma in a medium is dependent on the product of photon energy

fluence (Ψ) and energy dependent mass-energy absorption coefficient (μen(Ep)/ρ). As

collision kerma and dose are approximately equal in brachytherapy simulations, differ-

ences in voxel dose between models can be attributed to a change in one or both of

these factors.

MCref target doses are generally lower than in TG43sim (Figure 3.2). In the breast,

35
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Figure 3.1: A colourwash of MCref/TG43sim dose ratios. The PTV0.5 is
outlined in black. For clarity in the skin and target regions, air and lung doses
have been set to zero.

MCref assigns adipose and gland tissues instead of the homogeneous water found in

TG43sim. At 20.7 keV (the average photon energy leaving a TheraSeed 200 source17)

μen/ρ values decrease from 0.496 cm2/g in water to 0.293 cm2/g and 0.396 cm2/g in

adipose and gland, respectively, resulting in less energy deposited in the target region.

This also allows for the discrimination between gland and adipose tissue in Figure 3.1,

as the differences in dose ratio due to μen/ρ value is not quite so large in glandular

tissue. For some patients, dose received by some gland tissue is higher in MCref than

in TG43sim (Figure 3.3). For gland tissue located distant from source positions, there

may be sufficient increases in photon fluence (due to less attenuation in intervening

breast tissue) to result in a higher dose to gland in MCref (than TG43sim), despite
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the lower μen/ρ for gland compared to water. Despite this potential increase in MCref

target dose, MCref target metrics are lower than the corresponding TG43sim metrics

for all patients in the cohort, indicating that only small volumes of gland are affected.

The assignment of calcification media to voxels would strongly increase the dose

delivered to those voxels (calcification has a very large μen(Ep)/ρ - Figure 1.2), but

this effect is negligible due to the lack of calcification in post-MAR CT images. In

the example patient (#14), calcification is assigned to just 0.02% of voxels. Lastly,

the high-Z materials present in MCref modeled seeds cause dose ‘shadowing’ to occur.

Photons are blocked or absorbed by the seed material, reducing photon fluence on the

seed’s posterior side and lowering the amount of energy transferred to breast tissue.

Cumulatively, these phenomena create significant differences in target voxel doses,

leading to large differences in target dose metrics (Figure 3.2 and Table 3.1). Patient

CTV, PTV0.5, and PTV1.0 D90 values decrease between TG43sim and MCref by 7.7%,

12.5%, and 15.9%, respectively. In the PTV0.5, V90, V100, V150, and V200 values are

decreased by 3.7, 4.6, 11.7, and 37%. A noticeable increase in D90 %Δ occurs as the

size of targeted region increases (from CTV to PTV0.5 to PTV1.0 ). This is caused

by an increase in the proportion of the target composed of adipose. In example patient

#14, breast composition increases from 14% adipose in the CTV to 32% in PTV0.5

to 44% in the PTV1.0, resulting in a higher fraction of the target comprised of lower

μen/ρ media. From a biological perspective, an increase in adipose as the target region

includes more peripheral tissue makes sense. DCIS forms in the glandular milk ducts

of the breast, so any treatment of this disease is most likely centered (CTV ) around

the regions of highest gland composition.

In the skin, accurate media assignment has the opposite effect, as simulations us-

ing TG43sim underestimate the dose to skin (Figure 3.1). For low- energy photons,

the density and mass-energy absorption coefficients of skin and water are much more
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Figure 3.2: (A) Dose volume histogram for the PTV0.5 in patient #14. Differences
in D90 value between MCref and TG43sim are indicated. (B) Differential dose
volume histogram visualizing the change in PTV0.5 voxel dose between MCref and
TG43sim for patient #14.
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Figure 3.3: A colourwash of MCref/TG43sim dose ratios. The PTV0.5 is
outlined in black. For clarity in the skin and target regions, air and lung doses
have been set to zero. The scale of the dose ratio difference has been changed
from Figure 3.1 to emphasize dose ratio differences in gland.

comparable than adipose or gland (Figure 1.2), with skin μen/ρ being just 7% lower

(skin and water μen/ρ values are 0.459 and 0.496 cm2/g respectively at 20.7 keV). De-

creased breast μ/ρ in MCref leads to fewer photon interactions occurring in the breast

tissue. While this lowers target doses, reducing photon attenuation in the tissues lo-

cated between the seeds and the skin results in an increased photon fluence reaching

the skin region. This increases the dose delivered to the skin. Lastly, another change in

photon fluence is caused by the existence of an air interface on the patient exterior in

MCref. The presence of air with its low density results in reduced photon backscatter

when compared to the water present in TG43sim. Thus, the final change in MCref skin
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Table 3.1: Summary of dose metrics for MCref and TG43sim virtual
models in patient #14.

Dose Metric MCref TG43sim %Δ
CTV D90 [Gy] 121.35 130.70 -7.70

PTV0.5 D90 [Gy] 85.8 96.55 -12.52
PTV1.0 D90 [Gy] 56.75 65.80 -15.94

PTV0.5 V90 0.916 0.951 -3.76
PTV0.5 V100 0.883 0.924 -4.61
PTV0.5 V150 0.665 0.742 -11.70
PTV1.0 V200 0.383 0.525 -37.33

Skin D1cm2 [Gy] 116.5 91.1 21.80
Rib Volume > 90 Gy [cm3] 2.97 0 100.0

Lung V10 0.0894 0.0687 23.2
Heart D1cm2 7.19 6.21 13.6

dose compared with TG43sim is a result of the interplay of three factors: an increased

fluence from lower breast μ/ρ, the decreased backscatter from the air interface, and the

decreased energy deposition due to skin μen/ρ. When all these variables are considered

for patient #14, the increased fluence from low breast μ/ρ dominates, increasing col-

lision kerma (Eq. (1.3)), which results in a higher skin dose in MCref, as seen by the

yellow/red skin voxels in Figure 3.1.

Increases in dose due to MCref modeling (compared to TGsim) are large in the

ribs and chest wall (Table 3.1). Similarly to the skin, accurate breast tissue assignment

leads to an increased photon fluence in the chest wall/rib region. Combined with the

high density and mass-energy absorption coefficients of cortical bone, energy deposition

is substantially increased, causing large increases in MCref rib metrics when compared

to TG43sim simulations. As the ribs and chest wall share many of the same voxels,

a similar effect occurs in the chest wall. For the heart and lungs, differences in flu-

ence existing between the MCref and TG43sim models again causes increased energy

deposition in MCref (Table 3.1).
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Now that the dosimetric differences between MCref and TG43sim have been es-

tablished in-depth for a single example patient, the study can be expanded to look at

the full patient cohort. Although the trends in dose difference seen in patient #14 con-

sistently repeat themselves across the patient cohort, these differences can vary greatly

patient-by-patient, justifying the need for a larger statistical sample size.

3.1.1 Cohort target dose metrics

In all three target regions (CTV, PTV0.5, and PTV1.0 ), TG43sim consistently over-

estimates the dose delivered by PBSI treatments (Figure 3.4 and Table 3.2). As pre-

viously explained, these differences are largely caused by the assignment of low μen/ρ

adipose and gland in the MCref breast, in addition to attenuation caused by seed ma-

terial. In the CTV, TG43sim D90 values are higher than those found using MCref in

34/35 patients. Differences in CTV D90 between MCref and TG43sim values have large

variations between patients, with differences ranging from 0.14% to 25.6%. In larger

target regions (PTV0.5 and PTV1.0 ), differences between MCref and TG43sim are

even more pronounced across the whole patient cohort; TG43sim overestimates D90 by

14.1% (PTV0.5 ) and 14.3% (PTV1.0 ) on average, representing differences in absolute

target dose of 13.4 and 9.8 Gy respectively.
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Figure 3.4: D90 values generated using MCref (red, circle) and TG43sim (blue,
square) models. Individual patient D90 for CTV, PTV0.5, and PTV1.0 are pre-
sented, along with lines indicating the prescription dose (green), mean TG43sim
D90 (blue, dashed), and mean MCref D90 (red, solid).
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Table 3.2: Individual patient D90 values (in Gy) for the CTV, PTV0.5, and PTV1.0
for simulations of MCref and TG43sim (TG43). Percentage differences between
models is stated by %Δ. Mean and standard deviation values across the whole
cohorts are given for D90 and %Δ. Performing a paired t-test, p-values are below
0.05 for all cases, indicating the models are different with 95% confidence.

Pt. CTV D90 PTV0.5 D90 PTV1.0 D90

# MCref TG43 %Δ MCref TG43 %Δ MCref TG43 %Δ

1 114.6 119.4 -4.19 94.3 104.0 -10.23 68.9 76.0 -10.31
2 130.1 139.8 -7.46 94.7 109.8 -15.95 61.9 67.9 -9.61
3 131.6 156.2 -18.66 85.5 103.8 -21.35 54.5 61.2 -12.29
4 127.9 140.0 -9.46 88.4 100.1 -13.24 65.3 77.0 -17.84
5 100.5 102.7 -2.19 68.3 74.8 -9.60 50.3 56.7 -12.62
6 98.2 99.8 -1.68 82.1 89.0 -8.41 54.0 60.1 -11.20
7 81.0 83.7 -3.40 59.3 69.2 -16.69 44.3 54.8 -23.84
8 143.9 154.3 -7.26 117.0 140.4 -19.96 81.6 100.8 -23.53
9 129.6 135.8 -4.79 111.7 123.7 -10.70 96.2 112.9 -17.36
10 152.7 168.5 -10.35 91.3 113.4 -24.15 69.0 88.0 -27.63
11 112.1 122.0 -8.84 82.5 96.6 -17.16 63.1 72.4 -14.75
12 108.2 108.1 0.14 95.2 99.8 -4.83 85.2 92.8 -8.98
13 131.3 136.2 -3.77 92.2 107.9 -17.04 76.8 89.0 -15.82
14 121.4 130.7 -7.70 85.8 96.6 -12.53 56.8 65.8 -15.95
15 97.1 99.5 -2.42 86.1 94.3 -9.52 73.0 84.2 -15.34
16 121.8 123.1 -1.07 101.5 108.2 -6.55 84.7 92.0 -8.62
17 127.8 149.8 -17.26 96.5 111.9 -15.97 65.5 73.8 -12.76
18 84.3 78.0 7.42 76.0 78.7 -3.55 66.6 72.4 -8.71
19 127.6 137.1 -7.45 80.0 87.8 -9.75 48.1 52.5 -9.16
20 120.4 145.3 -20.68 97.8 119.9 -22.55 74.6 89.1 -19.37
21 90.1 103.8 -15.27 66.0 74.3 -12.59 46.3 51.2 -10.70
22 136.6 143.9 -5.35 111.3 125.2 -12.49 84.8 93.6 -10.44
23 141.8 178.5 -25.88 106.4 125.0 -17.49 67.0 78.3 -16.88
24 141.0 154.5 -9.61 108.6 121.1 -11.52 88.8 101.2 -13.96
25 154.1 168.9 -9.57 117.0 142.1 -21.46 73.1 86.8 -18.74
26 149.5 164.6 -10.14 125.5 158.1 -26.03 97.6 117.8 -20.71
27 97.7 119.8 -22.63 56.3 66.6 -18.31 36.6 41.9 -14.50
28 124.9 145.5 -16.54 101.6 108.9 -7.19 81.0 89.4 -10.38
29 66.2 73.3 -10.73 47.3 49.2 -4.02 36.9 37.5 -1.63
30 126.8 149.0 -17.51 119.7 144.7 -20.89 97.4 116.2 -19.36
31 102.1 111.5 -9.21 75.4 88.1 -16.92 46.9 56.6 -20.70
32 125.9 156.1 -24.00 94.0 108.3 -15.21 61.4 67.9 -10.50
33 100.0 105.1 -5.15 70.1 74.6 -6.35 42.5 45.9 -8.00
34 144.1 146.2 -1.46 117.0 135.3 -15.60 86.4 100.7 -16.56
35 170.3 178.0 -4.49 108.7 128.6 -18.36 66.4 74.1 -11.68

Mean 120.9 132.2 -9.10 91.7 105.1 -14.12 67.2 77.0 -14.30

σ 22.7 27.4 7.4 19.0 24.4 5.8 17.0 20.6 5.3
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Target volume metrics also have clear systematic differences between TG43sim and

MCref generated dose distributions (Table 3.3). In the four extracted volume metrics

(V90, V100, V150, V200) across three target regions (CTV, PTV0.5, and PTV1.0 ), the

TG43sim volume metric value is higher than its MCref counterpart in 99.5% of cases.

A noticeable trend is that as the size of the targeted region grows (CTV to PTV1.0 ),

so too does the discrepancy between the target metrics (%Δ). For example, the average

%Δ in PTV1.0 V150 (26.0%) values is larger than that for PTV0.5 V150 (17.6%), which

is in turn greater than that in the CTV (8.3%). This is due to an increase in the

proportion of adipose in the region considered (Table 2.2), as adipose has the lowest

mass-energy absorption coefficient of any breast tissue.

Table 3.3: Mean cohort volume metrics for targeted regions in simulations of MCref
and TG43sim.

Target Region Metric MCref TG43sim %Δ

CTV

V90 0.983 0.986 -0.36
V100 0.967 0.975 -0.84
V150 0.782 0.848 -8.34
V200 0.448 0.554 -23.75

PTV0.5

V90 0.926 0.951 -2.71
V100 0.894 0.928 -3.85
V150 0.637 0.748 -17.56
V200 0.341 0.474 -38.92

PTV1.0

V90 0.823 0.871 -5.84
V100 0.775 0.835 -7.71
V150 0.495 0.624 -26.03
V200 0.260 0.382 -47.15

3.1.2 Cohort normal tissue dose metrics

As the skin is the healthy organ most likely to develop negative side-effects from inciden-

tal dosage during PBSI treatments, accurate skin dosimetry is of particular importance.

Two dose metrics, peak skin dose and D1cm2 , are extracted in an attempt to quantify

the skin dose levels caused by PBSI treatments (Figure 3.5). Peak skin dose, defined as
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the highest dose received by a single skin voxel, varies dramatically between patients,

ranging from 7.5 Gy (Patient #2) to 892 Gy (Patient #8) when using MCref (Table

3.7). These variations occur due to differences in patient anatomy and implant loca-

tion, as large differences in breast size and tumour-skin proximity exist. Differences

between TG43sim and MCref peak skin doses show different trends depending on the

absolute dose values involved (Figure 3.5). Patients receiving an extremely high peak

skin dose (>200 Gy) often show a decrease in peak dose when a MCref tissue assign-

ment scheme is used (relative to the TG43sim scheme). High skin dose voxels result

from treatments with seeds located directly beside the skin. In these cases, the slight

increase in (μen/ρ)water compared to (μen/ρ)skin is more impactful than the increased

photon fluence resulting from lower density and μen/ρ breast tissue. Patients with seeds

located further from the skin have lower peak doses, but the increased photon fluence

through the skin in MCref increases energy absorption by more than the small change

in μen/ρ decreases it, leading to an overall increase in peak skin dose.

As peak skin doses can be affected by one anomalously high dose voxel, D1cm2 is

often seen as a more reliable assessment of patient skin dose. For this 35 patient cohort,

the mean D1cm2 skin value in a MCref model is 84.4 Gy (Table 3.7), almost equivalent to

the prescribed treatment dose. MCref D1cm2 values are higher than TG43sim D1cm2 in

all patients (Figure 3.5), with an average percentage increase of 22.2%. By considering

an increased volume of skin, the dose increasing effects of greater photon fluence are

always more substantial than the dose reducing effect of lower skin μen/ρ in MCref

(compared to water in TG43sim).
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of skin dose metrics for all MCref (red, circle) and
TG43sim (blue, square) modeled patients. Mean cohort values for MCref (red,
solid) and TG43sim (blue, dashed) are given. For peak skin dose, patient #8 is
above the visualized scale.
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Table 3.4: Table of the individual patient skin dose metrics in simulations of
MCref and TG43sim. Percentage differences between models is stated by %Δ.
Mean and standard deviation values across the whole cohorts are given for D90

and %Δ. Performing a paired t-test, the obtained p-value is below 0.05 for the
skin D1cm2 , indicating a difference between models with 95% confidence. For
peak skin dose, the p-value is large (p=0.46), so the same cannot be said.

Patient Skin Peak Dose / Gy Skin D1cm2 / Gy
Number MCref TG43sim %Δ MCref TG43sim %Δ

1 248.2 256.1 -3.2 89.8 76.3 15.0
2 7.5 2.7 64.4 6.6 2.2 66.5
3 66.5 48.6 27.0 50.8 35.8 29.5
4 76.6 66.8 12.9 65.6 54.2 17.4
5 16.6 9.1 45.0 13.1 7.1 46.1
6 31.8 21.6 32.2 24.3 15.6 36.0
7 284.0 283.7 0.1 105.0 91.5 12.8
8 891.9 1287.4 -44.3 122.3 105.8 13.5
9 124.9 103.5 17.1 98.2 79.0 19.6
10 220.8 216.1 2.1 106.4 93.7 11.9
11 117.9 112.1 4.9 77.3 68.1 12.0
12 23.2 11.1 51.9 18.3 8.5 53.3
13 418.6 469.8 -12.2 110.3 96.1 12.8
14 152.8 121.5 20.5 116.5 91.1 21.8
15 626.2 446.0 28.8 147.7 133.8 9.4
16 185.7 172.7 7.0 78.0 62.4 20.1
17 325.1 373.7 -14.9 113.0 95.6 15.3
18 381.0 449.6 -18.0 136.1 121.4 10.8
19 112.3 96.1 14.4 84.2 61.9 26.5
20 80.3 61.7 23.2 65.7 47.2 28.1
21 68.6 51.6 24.9 58.9 44.4 24.5
22 392.0 395.7 -0.9 151.8 137.7 9.3
23 138.0 126.0 8.7 105.3 94.1 10.6
24 97.1 77.2 20.5 87.1 67.2 22.9
25 85.8 66.9 22.0 65.7 51.6 21.5
26 170.2 152.0 10.7 99.9 74.9 25.0
27 143.7 127.9 11.0 103.8 78.9 23.9
28 274.7 285.8 -4.0 136.5 125.7 7.9
29 38.6 28.1 27.2 30.0 21.5 28.4
30 386.6 376.5 2.6 176.9 160.0 9.6
31 95.8 84.0 12.3 69.2 53.5 22.7
32 93.3 78.7 15.7 69.5 56.4 18.9
33 59.8 46.5 22.3 51.3 38.4 25.1
34 89.7 80.9 9.8 74.8 64.5 13.8
35 50.5 34.3 32.0 43.3 29.0 33.1

Mean 187.9 189.2 13.5 84.4 69.9 22.2

σ 184.4 234.2 20.0 40.3 38.3 12.7
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Fifteen additional metrics are extracted from the MCref and TG43sim models to

provide dosimetric information about the ribs, chest wall, breast, heart, lung, and the

body as a whole (Table 3.5).

Table 3.5: Mean values of dose metrics over patient cohort for regions of
interest in simulations of MCref and TG43sim models.

Region Metric MCref TG43sim %Δ

Ribs
Peak Dose [Gy] 746.32 168.81 77.38
Volume > 90 Gy [cm3] 2.99 0.48 83.92

Chest Wall
Peak Dose [Gy] 927.03 693.32 25.21
Volume > 90 Gy [cm3] 8.44 4.84 42.67

Breast
V150 [cm3] 33.02 44.53 -34.86
V200 [cm3] 16.86 25.92 -53.69

Heart
V10 [%] 0.00 0.00 0.00
V50 [%] 0.00 0.00 0.00
Mean Dose [Gy] 0.19 0.08 60.74
D1cm2 [Gy] 4.38 2.05 53.26

Lung
V5 [Fraction] 0.071 0.040 45.36
V20 [Fraction] 0.0076 0.0073 5.89

Full Body
HI 0.365 0.257 16.4
CI 0.451 0.470 -4.31
V100 [cm3] 70.54 76.32 -8.20

In the ribs and chest wall, peak doses are extracted, along with the volume (in

cubic centimeters) of tissue receiving above 90 Gy of dose, with large discrepancies seen

between the MCref and TG43sim dose metrics (Figure 3.6). Average patient rib (chest

wall (Figure 3.7)) peak doses increase by 577 Gy (238 Gy) in MCref. The average

volume above 90 Gy in the ribs (chest wall) increases by 83.9% (42.7%).
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a) Rib Volume > 90 Gy b) Rib Peak Dose

Figure 3.6: Box and whisker plots (boxplots) showing the distribution of patient
rib dose metrics for TG43sim and MCref simulations. The median metric value is
indicated as the box central line, along with the upper and lower quartiles. Outliers,
defined as being outside the upper/lower quartile by more than 1.5 times the inner
quartile range (upper minus the lower quartile), are displayed as individual points.

a) Chest Wall Volume > 90 Gy b) Chest Wall Peak Dose

Figure 3.7: Chest wall dose metrics. See caption of Fig. 3.6 for an explanation of
box and whiskers.
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Heart doses are usually very low in BCCA PBSI treatments (Figure 3.8). No heart

tissue voxel in any patient receives more than 50% (45 Gy) of the prescribed dose (V50).

Very few patients (6/35) have non-zero V10 measurements, with the highest recorded

V10 fraction being only 0.007. While TG43sim mean heart dose levels are still quite low

(0.01 - 0.45 Gy), accounting for accurate tissue modeling and seed geometries in MCref

causes increases in mean heart dose of 12 - 93%. MCref heart D1cm2 metrics are greater

than those in TG43sim in all patients, by an average of 53.3%.

a) Heart Mean Dose b) Heart D1cm2

Figure 3.8: Heart dose metrics. See caption of Fig. 3.6 for an explanation of box
and whiskers.

Distinguishing between patients with a left or right breast PBSI treatment provides

additional information about heart dose, as seen in Figure 3.9. For both TG43sim

and MCref models, patients with implants in their left breast consistently receive a

higher mean heart dose. For right breast Pd-103 implants, percent differences between

TG43sim and MCref heart doses are larger, caused by an increased distance between

sources and the heart (when compared to left breast implants).

Doses to the lung are also very small. Extracted V5 and V20 metrics see significant

increases (45.4 and 5.9% on average) in the transition from TG43sim to MCref patient

models, but the corresponding mean MCref V5 and V20 values are very low, at only
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Figure 3.9: Scatter plot of the mean heart doses for MCref and TG43sim models.
The plotted points distinguish between PBSI patients treated on the left (green,
circular) or right (square, purple) breast. A diagonal line illustrates equivalent
MCred and TG43sim metric values.

0.071 and 0.0076 respectively (Figure 3.10).

V150 and V200 metrics are calculated for the entire treated breast, as opposed to just

the immediate lumpectomy region of the CTV, PTV0.5, and PTV1.0 (Figure 3.11).

These metrics also are presented as the total volume exceeding the dose threshold, rather

than a fractional value. As with the targeted regions, differences in density and μen/ρ

cause TG43sim models to considerably overestimate volume metric values. Differences

of up to 53% (V150) and 68% (V200) occur between the two models. A full body V100

metric is also calculated, accounting for all non-air tissue in the patient model. Full

body V100 is also consistently overestimated by TG43sim, but by a smaller amount than
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a) Ipsilateral Lung V5 b) Ipsilateral Lung V20

Figure 3.10: Ipsilateral lung dose metrics. See caption of Fig. 3.6 for an explanation
of box and whiskers.

most volume metrics (8.3% on average).

a) Breast V150 b) Breast V200

Figure 3.11: Full breast dose metrics. See caption of Fig. 3.6 for an explanation of
box and whiskers.

Conformity and homogeneity indices are extracted (Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13).

Across the whole patient cohort, TG43sim underestimates the homogeneity index by 7.2

- 31.1 %. The conformity index is not as predictable, with several MCref patient models

showing lower CI values than in the TG43sim model. %Δ values in conformity indices

are also usually less than those seen in homogeneity indices, ranging from -6.0 to 10.5%.

As these indices are functions of other dose metrics, their differences can be described
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in terms of the component metrics. Increased TG43sim conformity indices (defined

in Section 2.6) are due to the increases in TG43sim PTV0.5 V100 values being more

substantial than the accompanying increase in Full Body V100. For the homogeneity

index, the increase in PTV0.5 V150 value is proportionally larger than that of PTV0.5

V100 when TG43sim simulations are considered instead of MCref. This causes the ra-

tio of PTV0.5 V150 over V100 to increase in TG43sim simulations (compared to MCref),

reducing the value of HI and creating notable differences between MCref and TG43sim .

a) Homogeneity Index b) Conformity Index

Figure 3.12: Homogeneity and conformity indices. See caption of Fig. 3.6 for an
explanation of box and whiskers.
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Figure 3.13: Boxplots of the patient-by-patient ratios of TG43sim and MCref
homogeneity and conformity indices for the whole patient cohort. See caption
of Fig. 3.6 for an explanation of box and whiskers.
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3.2 Sensitivity to modeling choices

For the investigation into the sensitivity of dose distributions to changes in patient and

treatment modeling, target and skin dose metrics are primarily emphasized, as they

represent the most clinically relevant regions. In cases where other metrics provide

particular insight, they are provided as well.

3.2.1 Adipose / Gland segmentation

In all three targeted regions, differences between MCfixed and MCref generated D90

metrics are small. In the PTV0.5 (CTV, PTV1.0 ), the mean absolute difference be-

tween the D90 values is just 1.46% (1.16%, 0.68%). A few patients do show differences

between the MCfixed and MCref models of greater than 3%, but only 2/105 of the total

examined D90 values (3 target regions across 35 patients) differ by more than 5%.
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Table 3.6: Dose metrics for targeted regions in simulations of MCref and MCfixed

Pt CTV D90 PTV0.5 D90 PTV1.0 D90

# MCref MCfixed %Δ MCref MCfixed %Δ MCref MCfixed %Δ

1 114.6 114.9 -0.22 94.3 94.6 -0.32 68.9 69.2 -0.51
2 130.1 131.9 -1.42 94.7 96.0 -1.37 61.9 62.2 -0.48
3 131.6 129.0 2.01 85.5 84.2 1.52 54.5 54.6 -0.18
4 127.9 128.0 -0.12 88.4 89.2 -0.91 65.3 65.6 -0.38
5 100.5 101.0 -0.55 68.3 69.5 -1.83 50.3 51.3 -1.89
6 98.2 97.5 0.66 82.1 84.0 -2.38 54.0 54.4 -0.74
7 81.0 80.5 0.62 59.3 61.3 -3.29 44.3 44.9 -1.36
8 143.9 147.2 -2.33 117.0 122.4 -4.62 81.6 82.8 -1.41
9 129.6 128.4 0.89 111.7 109.1 2.33 96.2 96.0 0.26
10 152.7 152.6 0.07 91.3 94.4 -3.34 69.0 69.8 -1.16
11 112.1 112.0 0.09 82.5 83.1 -0.73 63.1 63.1 0.00
12 108.2 107.3 0.83 95.2 93.6 1.68 85.2 84.4 0.94
13 131.3 130.8 0.34 92.2 91.9 0.27 76.8 76.9 -0.13
14 121.4 121.6 -0.16 85.8 86.3 -0.52 56.8 57.0 -0.35
15 97.1 97.3 -0.15 86.1 86.1 0.00 73.0 73.0 0.00
16 121.8 121.7 0.08 101.5 101.1 0.44 84.7 84.6 0.12
17 127.8 129.9 -1.64 96.5 96.7 -0.26 65.5 65.7 -0.31
18 84.3 82.8 1.72 76.0 75.0 1.32 66.6 65.2 2.18
19 127.6 127.6 0.04 80.0 78.6 1.75 48.1 47.5 1.25
20 120.4 120.6 -0.12 97.8 98.7 -0.87 74.6 74.7 -0.07
21 90.1 87.8 2.50 66.0 64.2 2.65 46.3 46.7 -0.86
22 136.6 136.2 0.29 111.3 109.7 1.39 84.8 83.6 1.42
23 141.8 141.3 0.39 106.4 106.0 0.33 67.0 66.8 0.22
24 141.0 132.8 5.82 108.6 105.8 2.58 88.8 88.7 0.17
25 154.1 152.4 1.14 117.0 113.0 3.38 73.1 72.1 1.44
26 149.5 147.6 1.24 125.5 123.7 1.43 97.6 97.2 0.36
27 97.7 96.3 1.43 56.3 56.0 0.44 36.6 36.6 0.00
28 124.9 126.2 -1.08 101.6 102.2 -0.59 81.0 81.3 -0.37
29 66.2 66.0 0.30 47.3 46.8 1.06 36.9 36.6 0.81
30 126.8 136.5 -7.69 119.7 121.9 -1.84 97.4 96.6 0.77
31 102.1 102.6 -0.44 75.4 75.7 -0.46 46.9 47.0 -0.32
32 125.9 122.1 2.98 94.0 92.1 2.07 61.4 60.7 1.22
33 100.0 100.4 -0.40 70.1 70.5 -0.50 42.5 42.7 -0.35
34 144.1 145.0 -0.62 117.0 114.1 2.52 86.4 84.9 1.68
35 170.3 170.4 -0.03 108.7 108.9 -0.18 66.4 66.5 -0.15
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However, despite small average differences between MCref and MCfixed target D90

values, a trend can be extracted from the results. As shown in Figure 3.14, the further

away the patient’s individual adipose-gland cutoff (used in MCref) is from the constant

0.9476 g cm-3 boundary (used in MCfixed), the greater the difference in D90 value. The

extra assignment of gland or adipose (depending on if the boundary is increased or

decreased) to the target region results in a small, but fairly predictable change in D90

value.

Figure 3.14: Changes in PTV0.5 D90 due to differences in adipose-gland segmen-
tation boundaries between MCref (variable density) and MCfixed (0.9476 g cm−3)

CTV volume metrics, along with PTV0.5 and PTV1.0 V90 and V100 metrics, follow

the same pattern as D90 values. Small sub-2% differences occur between MCfixed and

MCref. These small differences are moderately predictable on a patient-by-patient basis,
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with larger differences in the adipose-gland boundary creating larger changes in %Δ Vx

between MCref and MCfixed. Higher dose target volume metrics, V150 and V200, do

begin to show considerable discrepancies, especially in the larger target regions (Figure

3.15). PTV0.5 V150 and V200 values differ by up to 6.1% and 8.7% respectively, with

differences in PTV1.0 V150 (V200) of 6.8% (10.5%).

Figure 3.15: Boxplots of the patient-by-patient volume metric ratio. The changes in
volume metrics are due to differences in adipose-gland boundaries between MCref
(variable density) and MCfixed (0.9476 g cm−3)

A similar trend is seen in skin metrics. On a patient-by-patient basis, even smaller

differences are seen between MCref and MCfixed peak dose and D1cm2 metrics. The

mean absolute percentage difference in peak dose (D1cm2) is just 1.07% (1.40%). Per-

centage differences between D1cm2 values extracted from MCfixed and those extracted
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from MCref are below 2% in 31 of 35 patients (Table 3.7). However, like D90 values, this

difference in D1cm2 metrics can still be correlated to a change in adipose-gland boundary

density (Figure 3.16). Increasing the assignment of breast adipose directly reduces the

number of photon interactions occurring in the breast. This causes a slight increase in

the skin photon fluence, in turn increasing collision kerma and scored dose.

Figure 3.16: Changes in skin D1cm2 due to differences in adipose-gland segmentation
boundaries between MCref (variable density) and MCfixed (9476 g cm−3).
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Table 3.7: Skin dose metrics for MCref and MCfixed models

Patient Skin Peak Dose / Gy Skin D1cm2 / Gy
Number MCref MCfixed %Δ MCref MCfixed %Δ

1 248.2 247.4 0.33 89.8 89.3 0.56
2 7.5 7.3 2.72 6.6 6.4 3.34
3 66.5 67.0 -0.70 50.8 52.0 -2.45
4 76.6 76.2 0.54 65.6 65.2 0.65
5 16.6 16.6 -0.40 13.1 12.9 1.90
6 31.8 31.1 2.16 24.3 23.4 3.91
7 284.0 283.5 0.19 105.0 103.7 1.22
8 891.9 891.0 0.10 122.3 120.0 1.89
9 124.9 125.3 -0.38 98.2 98.6 -0.36
10 220.8 218.3 1.13 106.4 105.5 0.82
11 117.9 117.0 0.79 77.3 77.0 0.48
12 23.2 23.4 -0.88 18.3 18.5 -1.00
13 418.6 418.2 0.09 110.3 110.4 -0.11
14 152.8 150.4 1.59 116.5 115.7 0.72
15 626.2 626.2 0.00 147.7 147.6 0.09
16 185.7 186.6 -0.47 78.0 78.2 -0.19
17 325.1 323.3 0.58 113.0 111.6 1.22
18 381.0 382.1 -0.30 136.1 137.6 -1.07
19 112.3 113.9 -1.37 84.2 85.0 -0.94
20 80.3 79.9 0.57 65.7 65.5 0.19
21 68.6 70.6 -2.88 58.9 60.7 -3.03
22 392.0 392.9 -0.24 151.8 153.7 -1.24
23 138.0 137.6 0.29 105.3 105.4 -0.09
24 97.1 101.9 -4.92 87.1 90.7 -4.19
25 85.8 86.9 -1.37 65.7 66.8 -1.57
26 170.2 172.2 -1.19 99.9 101.4 -1.46
27 143.7 146.3 -1.79 103.8 105.9 -2.05
28 274.7 274.5 0.10 136.5 134.0 1.88
29 38.6 39.3 -1.83 30.0 30.5 -1.71
30 386.6 382.6 1.02 176.9 173.9 1.70
31 95.8 94.9 0.99 69.2 68.6 0.81
32 93.3 94.7 -1.45 69.5 71.3 -2.46
33 59.8 59.2 1.13 51.3 50.4 1.63
34 89.7 91.3 -1.75 74.8 76.2 -1.83
35 50.5 49.9 1.25 43.3 43.2 0.36
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3.2.2 Seed orientation

To examine the effects of seed orientation in patient-specific MC modeling, dose metrics

extracted from the MCref-z and MCref-45 patient dose distributions are compared to

those extracted from MCref, where seeds are modeled at the angle of surgical needle

insertion. Extracted D90 values are important to consider, so MCref, MCref-z, and

MCref-45 D90 values are presented in the target (PTV0.5 ) for the whole cohort in

Table 3.8. D90 differences between MCref and MCref-z are sizable for many patients,

with a %Δ D90 value of greater than 2% in over half of the cohort. MCref-45 D90 values

are much closer to those extracted from MCref. Percentage differences in D90 of under

2% occur in 33 of 35 cases and the mean difference between a MCref-45 patient D90

and a MCfixed patient D90 is just 0.77% (Table 3.8). Patient #27 is an outlier, with

D90 value differing by 7.02% between MCref and MCref-45.
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Table 3.8: PTV0.5 D90 metrics in simulations of MCref, MCref-45, and MCref-z

Patient MCref MCref - Z MCref - 45◦

Number [Gy] [Gy] %Δ [Gy] %Δ
1 94.3 92.5 1.91 94.3 0.00
2 94.7 98.8 -4.28 94.7 0.05
3 85.5 86.1 -0.70 85.6 -0.12
4 88.3 85.2 3.62 88.5 -0.11
5 68.2 66.6 2.49 69.4 -1.61
6 82.0 81 1.28 82.5 -0.55
7 59.3 57.9 2.36 59.6 -0.51
8 117.0 118.1 -0.90 116.7 0.26
9 111.7 112.1 -0.36 111.5 0.18
10 91.3 95.2 -4.27 91.9 -0.60
11 82.4 83.9 -1.82 83.0 -0.67
12 95.2 94.3 1.00 93.5 1.79
13 92.1 86.2 6.51 92.2 0.00
14 85.8 84.2 1.92 85.8 0.06
15 86.1 79.5 7.67 85.6 0.64
16 101.5 98.7 2.76 102 -0.49
17 96.5 96.9 -0.41 96.8 -0.31
18 76 74.3 2.24 77.1 -1.45
19 80 81.9 -2.38 80.7 -0.88
20 97.8 93.7 4.24 97.9 -0.05
21 65.9 67.9 -2.96 65.8 0.30
22 111.3 110.5 0.67 111.0 0.22
23 106.4 102.9 3.24 105.0 1.27
24 108.6 104.7 3.55 108.6 -0.05
25 116.9 115.8 1.03 117.4 -0.38
26 125.5 126.3 -0.64 127.7 -1.79
27 56.3 59.4 -5.60 60.2 -7.02
28 101.6 101.7 -0.15 102.0 -0.44
29 47.3 46.8 1.06 45.9 2.96
30 119.7 114.5 4.34 119.8 -0.08
31 75.4 74.3 1.46 74.8 0.73
32 94 91.4 2.77 94.5 -0.48
33 70.1 72.2 -3.00 70.4 -0.36
34 117 115.9 0.94 116.8 0.17
35 108.7 105.4 2.99 108.2 0.41
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For volume metrics, larger differences occur between MCref and the two alterna-

tively angled models (Figure 3.17). Like many metrics, differences between the reference

and alternative models increase as the dose level and the size of the target region being

considered increases. Comparing MCref and MCref-z in the PTV0.5, this results in a

mean absolute difference of 2.09 and 3.11% for V150 and V200, respectively. For MCref-

45, the 45◦ seed angle approximation produces results in closer agreement with MCref,

with mean absolute differences in PTV0.5 V150 and V200 values of just 0.60 and 1.32%.

Figure 3.17: Boxplots representing the ratios of volume metrics generated by dif-
ferent seed orientations for all cohort patients. Presented dose ratios are MCref-z /
MCref (Orange, Left) and MCref-45 / MCref (Purple, Right)

As shown in Figure 3.18 and Table 3.9, seed orientation can have a considerable

effect on peak skin dose and D1cm2 metrics in many patients. High dose skin areas are
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often created by only a few seeds located very closely to the skin. At these short length

scales, the photon emission of a Theraseed200 103Pd seed is not isotropic, due to lack

of spherical symmetry in seed construction and radionuclide distribution. Therefore, a

difference in seed orientation, relative to the position of high dose skin voxels, can cause

appreciable differences in skin dose metrics. Similarly to target dose metrics, the 45◦

seed angle approximation produces better consistency with MCref results than MCref-z.

The average difference in D1cm2 values between MCref and MCref-z is 4.1%, with one

patient differing by 27.5% (as this patient is a large outlier, the data point is not shown

in Figure 3.18). MCref and MCref-45 D1cm2 differ by less, but the average %Δ is still

2.9%.

a) Skin Peak Dose b) Skin D1cm2

Figure 3.18: Boxplots of skin dose %Δ due to seed orientation. Differences between
MCref and MCref-z are in orange (left), MCref and MCref-45 are in purple (right).
The mean absolute %Δ for both orientations is indicated in gray inset.

Rib and chest wall tissues are also often located close enough to seed positions for

changes in seed orientation to impact dose metrics (Figure 3.19). The cortical bone

present in these regions also often has such high μen/ρ and density values that even

small changes to photon fluence and spectra can result in fairly sizable differences in

dose. Comparing MCref-z and MCref, chest wall and rib peak doses differ by up to

47%; MCref-45 and MCref-45 peak doses differ by up to 24%.

Homogeneity and Conformity indices are fairly insensitive to seed orientation (Fig-
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a) Rib Volume > 90 Gy b) Rib Peak Dose

Figure 3.19: Boxplots of patient cohort rib dose %Δ due to seed orientation. Dif-
ferences between MCref and MCref-z are in orange (left), MCref and MCref-45 are
in purple (right). The mean absolute %Δ for both orientations is indicated in gray
inset.

a) Chest Wall Volume > 90 Gy b) Chest Wall Peak Dose

Figure 3.20: Boxplots of patient cohort chest wall dose %Δ due to seed orientation.
Differences between MCref and MCref-z are in orange (left), MCref and MCref-45
are in purple (right). The mean absolute %Δ for both orientations is indicated in
gray inset.
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Table 3.9: Skin D1cm2 metrics in simulations of MCref, MCref-45, and MCref-z

Patient MCref MCref - Z MCref - 45◦

Number [Gy] [Gy] %Δ [Gy] %Δ
1 89.8 92.4 -2.90 88.0 2.02
2 6.6 7.8 -17.35 6.2 6.52
3 50.8 53.0 -4.34 48.9 3.75
4 65.6 65.2 0.61 65.6 0.07
5 13.1 16.7 -27.54 12.6 3.67
6 24.3 22.8 6.43 23.7 2.72
7 105.0 105.6 -0.64 103.5 1.42
8 122.3 127.0 -3.91 120.3 1.61
9 98.2 102.0 -3.80 96.9 1.37
10 106.4 103.3 2.89 104.3 1.93
11 77.3 76.6 0.94 77.7 -0.47
12 18.3 19.9 -8.56 16.8 7.93
13 110.3 112.7 -2.25 108.3 1.75
14 116.5 115.8 0.62 110.7 5.00
15 147.7 148.6 -0.58 148.2 -0.31
16 78.0 83.8 -7.41 75.2 3.67
17 113.0 118.3 -4.75 112.2 0.69
18 136.1 145.1 -6.63 131.2 3.61
19 84.2 81.5 3.14 81.8 2.82
20 65.7 67.5 -2.77 64.3 2.05
21 58.9 56.1 4.77 59.2 -0.53
22 151.8 157.0 -3.42 151.2 0.39
23 105.3 107.5 -2.04 102.9 2.28
24 87.1 87.9 -1.00 87.3 -0.30
25 65.7 62.7 4.66 65.5 0.37
26 99.9 101.8 -1.91 91.0 8.92
27 103.8 104.3 -0.52 92.8 10.54
28 136.5 137.2 -0.52 131.2 3.89
29 30.0 31.8 -5.84 28.0 6.77
30 176.9 178.1 -0.64 175.9 0.61
31 69.2 69.6 -0.65 66.9 3.29
32 69.5 70.9 -1.97 63.8 8.29
33 51.3 51.0 0.41 51.2 0.15
34 74.8 75.0 -0.26 73.4 1.86
35 43.3 40.2 7.14 43.1 0.46
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ure 3.21). While small differences are seen between MCref and MCref-z in homogeneity

and conformity indices, they are generally sub-2%. Differences between MCref and

MCref-45 are usually sub-1%.

a) Homogeneity Index b) Conformity Index

Figure 3.21: Boxplots of patient cohort homogeneity and conformity indices %Δ
due to seed orientation. Differences between MCref and MCref-z are in orange
(left), MCref and MCref-45 are in purple (right). The mean absolute %Δ for both
orientations is indicated in gray inset.

As heart and lung tissues are located too far from seed locations to experience

differences in dose due to seed orientation, they are not presented.

3.3 Lead shielding

The dosimetric effect of the BCCA specific lead shield is also investigated. The virtual

lead shields (as described in 2.4) are overlaid on top of existing MCref patient models,

creating MCref-Pb. MCref-Pb simulations were performed for all patients, creating dose

distributions for comparison to existing MCref distributions. Skin peak doses and D1cm2

values were extracted. The created virtual lead shield model has an insignificant effect

on skin dose, with negligible differences between MCref and MCref-Pb in all examined

patient D1cm2 values.

To look more closely at the impact of lead shielding on individual dose distributions,

a colourwash of dose differences (MCref/MCref-Pb) was created, using slice 79 from
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Figure 3.22: The position of the virtual lead shield, shown in black, and seed
positions (red) with respect to patient #14’s anatomy (A). A colourwash of the
same region is then presented (B), representing the dose differences (colourwash
scale is in Gy) between MCref and MCref-Pb (MCref - MCref-Pb).

Patient #14 (Figure 3.22). For ease of comparison, this is the same patient and slice as

seen in Figure 3.1 as well as Figure 2.2. No increases in dose due to the lead shield are

seen in skin voxels (or voxels of any tissue (Figure 3.22 B)), despite the proximity of

photon-emitting sources to the shield. On the opposite side of the shield, dose to air is

considerably reduced. Within a few centimeters of the shield center, differences in dose

to air voxels of greater than 20 Gy occur. This lack of skin dose increase is consistently

seen in all patient dose ratio visualizations.
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Discussion

4.1 Comparison of MCref and TG43sim models

This retrospective MC study demonstrates large differences in dose distributions be-

tween the traditional, clinical TG43 approach, and patient-specific model-based MC

dose calculations. Comparing our reference patient-specific detailed model (MCref)

and the water-based, TG43 model (TG43sim), considerable differences in PBSI dose

distributions occur in all patients. TG43sim consistently overestimates dose in the tu-

mour region, with differences in patient D90 values routinely exceeding 10 Gy (Table

3.2). In healthy tissues, TG43sim underestimates dose, downplaying the potential risk

for radiation induced toxicity. Important skin doses are often misrepresented by 20% or

more; heart and lung metrics are tens of percent lower in TG43sim; TG43sim rib doses

differ from MCref models by greater than a factor of three. These differences between

TG43sim and MCref dose metrics also have a large inter-patient variability, prevent-

ing the possible use of these percentage differences as correction factors for existing

TG43 methods. This motivates the clinical adoption of MBDCAs with corresponding

patient-specific models, such as the MC calculations carried out in this thesis, to cor-

rectly account for the dose distribution altering effects of accurate tissue assignment

and seed attenuation in patient anatomies.
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Several other works in the literature have undertaken investigations into the effects

of tissue heterogeneity and interseed attenuation on PBSI dose distributions. The fol-

lowing paragraphs examine the works of Miksys et al32, Afsharpour et al33, and Mashouf

et al52, whose results regarding PBSI brachytherapy provide interesting points of com-

parison for this work. Unfortunately, the lack of clear guidelines for virtual breast

model creation can result in substantial differences between literature models and the

ones used in this thesis, weakening the ability to make direct comparisons between the

PBSI dose distributions observed in various cancer centres.

Miksys et al.32 investigated patient-specific MC dose calculations in PBSI treat-

ments, exploring several necessary assumptions for deriving PBSI patient models. Patient-

specific, adipose-gland segmented models were created for 4 PBSI patients treated at

The Ottawa Hospital Cancer Centre (TOHCC), allowing for the extraction of D90, V100,

V200, and HI metrics. Despite both hospitals prescribing a 90 Gy target dose, the four

patient cohort, TG43-based D90 values were found to be 45.9, 76.4, 28.0, and 46.7 Gy

(D̄90 = 49.3 Gy), significantly lower than TG43sim results in this study (PTV0.5 D̄90 =

105.1 Gy). Considering the patient model closest in construction to MCref, ‘Detailed2’,

D90 values of 40.8, 64.1, 26.3, and 41.6 Gy were found, with a mean of 43.2 Gy. This

result is considerably lower than the mean D90 found herein using MCref (91.7 Gy). It

is unlikely that a difference in absolute doses of this magnitude is caused solely by the

small differences in model construction between MCref and ‘Detailed2’. This 48.5 Gy

decrease in average D90 value could be partially explained by a difference in target defi-

nition, as Miksys et al did not define the PTV used in planning at TOHCC, or could be

representative of large differences in PBSI treatment planning and surgical techniques

between treatment centers. Despite these large differences in absolute target dose, the

mean percentage discrepancy found between detailed and TG43-based models is simi-

lar. Miksys reports that a water-based model overestimates D90 by 14.6% on average,
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compared to the 14.1% difference found in this thesis. Extracted skin metrics are also

comparable between the two works. Although large patient-by-patient variations are

always seen in skin D1cm2 values, all four TOHCC patients report skin metric values

consistent with those seen in TG43sim and MCref. The mean TOHCC patient skin

D1cm2 increases by 18.2% (from 46.5 Gy to 57 Gy) when detailed tissues are considered,

comparable to the increase in skin D1cm2 from TG43sim to MCref of 22.2% presented

in this thesis.

In 2011, Afsharpour et al33 investigated the consequences of using different tissue

modeling schemes in MC calculations of PBSI brachytherapy dose distributions for 28

patients treated at the Toronto Sunnybrook Hospital. Several alternative water and

detailed patient models were created, allowing for the extraction of PTV D90 values.

Although dose to water (Dw,m) was the primary dose scoring method, dose to medium

(Dm,m) results were also reported, allowing for a comparison to the results of this thesis.

For treatment evaluation, the Sunnybrook planning target volume was defined as the

lumpectomy cavity plus an additional 1 cm margin, so MCref and TG43sim results

are compared using the equivalent target examined in this work, PTV1.0. Of the

six models presented, ‘Uniform Water Breast’ (UWB) and ‘Segmented Breast Tissue’

(SBT), are the most similar in construction to TG43sim and MCref, respectively. Using

UWB and SBT models to consider the effects of interseed attenuation and accurate

tissue modeling results in an average D90 decrease of 19.7%, larger than the average

14% decrease demonstrated by both Miksys et al32 and this thesis. A mean UWB

D90 value of 86.8 Gy, with a range of 53.8 to 147.6 Gy, is reported for a 28 patient

cohort, higher than the mean MCref PTV1.0 D90 of 77.1 Gy. The use of the SBT

model results in average D90 values of 72.5 Gy, with individual values between 47.1 and

121.7 Gy, compared to a mean TG43sim PTV1.0 D90 of 67.2 Gy. This indicates that

patients treated at Sunnybrook Hospital are receiving comparatively higher doses than
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the BCCA patients considered herein, with the average target dose found to be 12.5%

greater in Sunnybrook treated patients (MCref vs. SBT).

Alternative non-MC methods to account for the effects of tissue heterogeneity have

also been proposed in the literature. Mashouf et al52,53 have created a new methodology

that uses a patient-specific inhomogeneity correction factor (ICF) to modify existing

TG43 dose distributions, possibly improving the accuracy of dose metrics without re-

quiring the use of MC simulations. This multiplicative ICF factor is computed on a

voxel-by-voxel basis and is defined in terms of the attenuation coefficient (μ) and mass

energy absorption coefficient (μen) of water and breast tissues at the mean photon en-

ergy of 103Pd. By choosing to use a 1D source approximation for the TG43 formalism

underlying the initial, pre-ICF dose distributions, seeds are modeled as simple point

sources, ignoring the effects of seed material and 3D radionuclide distribution. Average

percentage differences in skin and CTV (defined equivalently to the PTV1.0 used in

BCCA target definition) dose metrics between TG43 and TG43 × ICF were presented

for a 140 patient cohort.52 In calculating percentage differences in dose metrics, Mashouf

et al used a slightly different %Δ definition than Eq. (4.1). With inadequate informa-

tion provided to convert Mashouf values to our %Δ definition, an alternate method to

calculate percentage differences is defined as

%ΔMashouf =
MMCref −MTG43

MTG43

× 100% (4.1)

to allow for the comparison of ICF and MCref dose metrics.

The use of the ICF correction factors causes a reduction in target D90 values by

6.2%, with extracted V90, V100, V150, and V200 metrics shrinking by 4.2, 5.4, 6.9, and

8.2 % respectively. Comparing the MCref and TG43sim models, percentage decreases

in D90 and PTV1.0 V90 (V100, V150, V200) are 12.3% and 5.65% (7.30%, 20.9%, 32.1%),
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considerably larger than the decreases observed using the ICF method. This difference

is especially notable in the regions of high target dose represented by V150 and V200.

In the skin, the use of an ICF correction factor results in a mean percentage increase

in D1cm2 of 17.6%, whereas a 33.9% increase from TG43sim to MCref was observed

in this thesis. While the changes in dose created by the use of an ICF factor agree

with the general dosimetric trends appearing in this thesis, it is clear the differences

between ICF and TG43 based dose distributions are much smaller than the differences

observed between water-based and detailed models in MC simulations, indicating the

ICF method may not be completely capturing the dosimetric effects of accurate tissue

and seed modeling.

4.2 Sensitivities in patient modeling

The structure and composition of patient breast tissues is a highly individualistic el-

ement of PBSI treatments. The density and proportion of breast adipose and gland

tissues varies significantly from patient to patient54, dependent on many factors, such

as patient age, lifestyle55, and hormone concentrations56. The proper segmentation of

these varying adipose and gland tissues in the breast has been shown to be an important

aspect of calculating accurate breast brachytherapy dose distributions30, but an inves-

tigation into the sensitivity of MBDCA dose calculations to the use of a patient-specific

adipose-gland segmentation threshold has not been performed, motivating the creation

of the MCfixed patient model. For most patients, only minor (sub-1%) differences exist

between the fixed threshold (MCfix) and individualized (MCref) model dose and volume

metrics, but outliers do occur. When comparing MCref and MCfixed, the largest differ-

ences in target D90, V100, and V200 are found to be 4.6%, 2.2%, and 8.7% respectively.

While these differences in dose metric value are not typical (as the majority of patients
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have only small density differences between their custom adipose-gland boundary and

the constant MCfix value), they do indicate the potential for considerable dose metric

errors in patients with non-typical adipose and gland tissue densities.

The only comparable result in PBSI literature is the 2016 work done by Miksys

et al32. Rather than investigate the issue of patient-specific segmentation thresholds,

Miksys et al compared two fixed boundaries, each motivated by different literature

reported adipose and gland densities (Woodard and White44 and Afsharpour33). While

these two models represent a larger change in boundary density (0.29 g cm−3) than

any patients analyzed in this work, as well as being a comparison between two fixed

boundary models rather than using a patient-specific threshold, it is still useful as a

point of comparison for patients with large changes in threshold between MCref and

MCfixed. By changing the adipose-gland segmentation threshold, Miksys et al reported

variations in target D90, V100, and V200 values up to 3%, 3% and 19% respectively, and

skin D1cm2 values change by up to 4%. These variations in metric are comparable

to the largest differences between MCref and MCfixed metrics in this thesis, further

illustrating the sensitivty of patient dose distributions to adipose-gland thresholding.

A few studies have attempted to examine the effects of seed orientation on brachyther-

apy dose distributions, but these works were either focused on prostate brachytherapy

or used non-realistic seed angles in their investigations. For 125I prostate brachytherapy,

Fekete et al57 compared parallel and realistic seed orientations. No significant changes

in patient CTV metrics were observed, but average differences of 2% in external organs

at risk were reported. In the breast, Miksys et al32 investigated seed orientation in

heterogeneous 103Pd PBSI models for four patients, considering seeds that differed in

orientation from an axial-oriented reference case by either 90◦ or a randomly chosen

angle between 0◦ and 45◦. This method showed large differences in D90, with up to 4%

and 20% differences in random and 90◦ rotations (when compared to consistent axial
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orientation). Skin D1cm2 values varied by up to 6% (random) and 20% (axial).

In the current work, differences in D90 of greater than 2% are seen in a large portion

of the cohort when comparing realistically (MCref) and axially modeled (MCref-z)

source orientations. The average difference between MCref and MCfixed in peak skin

doses (8.2%) and skin D1cm2 values (4.1%) is also large. These differences are smaller

than those seen by Miksys et al32, but use a larger patient cohort to support the idea

that axial seed orientation is a poor approximation of actual seed angles, and motivate

attempts to realistically position seeds in the breast. When better approximations

of realistic seed angles are used (MCref-45), differences in target metrics are much

smaller, with an average difference of sub-2% between MCref and MCfixed for D90, V90,

V100, and V150 values. However, larger discrepancies are seen in V200, as well as skin,

rib, and chest metrics for many patients. This suggests that while the MCref-45 45◦

approximation gives considerably more accurate results than the default MCref-z axial

approximation used in many PBSI works, actual seed angles should be used whenever

possible to recreate treatment conditions.

Lastly, a simple lead shield model is shown to have little dosimetric effect on patient

skin. This use of a lead shield is not typical treatment protocol in PBSI brachytherapy,

as the chosen 103Pd isotope minimizes the potential for incidental radiation dose to the

patient’s loved ones. However, this is still a favourable result for patients choosing to

wear the shield post-treatment, who are predominately patients requiring extra reas-

surance that family and friends will not be affected by the radiation present in the

treatment.
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4.3 Evaluation of treatment doses

In Section 2.2 the goal of the performed PBSI treatments was stated as “to deliver a

prescription dose of 90 Gy to the target (PTV0.5 ), while minimizing the dose received

by the skin and other normal tissues.” Using the results presented in Section 3.1.1, the

ability of the created PBSI dose distributions to achieve this goal is assessed.

Looking just at the water-based TG43sim model, one would determine that the

prescribed target dose of 90 Gy was achieved in 25 of 35 cases (71%) when using D90 as

an analog for treatment dosage (Figure 3.2). However, once the D90 lowering effects of

accurate tissue and seed modeling are accounted for in MCref, the number of patients

receiving the prescribed dose is lowered to 20 (57%). Of the fifteen patients with MCref

D90 values below 90 Gy, seven receive PTV0.5 doses just below the prescribed dose

(80 - 90 Gy in MCref). Of potential clinical concern are patients receiving target doses

well below the prescribed dose, with three patients (#7, #27, and #29) having MCref

PTV0.5 D90 values below 60 Gy (59.3, 56.2, and 47.3 Gy). If only TG43-based modeling

was performed, two of these patients would not have been identified as potential low

dose risks, as their TG43sim D90 values are 16.7% (#7) and 18.3% (#27) higher (69.2

Gy and 66.5 Gy). Although no long-term retrospective study has connected MC target

doses to treatment outcomes in PBSI patients (as PBSI treatments have only been

performed on a small scale since 2006), the patients receiving these low target doses

should be shown particular clinical interest in follow up appointments, as the low MCref

D90 values may indicate a higher risk for DCIS recurrence. Future work should attempt

to correlate treatment outcomes with accurate MBDCA doses. This will allow for a

possible revision of PBSI prescription dose and target definition to account for the

differences in dose shown by MC PBSI studies, improving PBSI treatment planning

and evaluation in the long term.
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While providing a lethal radiation dose to tumour cells is critical, another goal of

PBSI treatment is to minimize the dose delivered to skin and other healthy tissues. As

no dose thresholds or limits are set for these structures in PBSI literature, the evaluation

of this goal is more subjective. Even without knowledge of PBSI organ dose limits, it

is readily apparent that significant skin D1cm2 values are seen in PBSI patients. Skin

D1cm2 values exceed the treatment dose of 90 Gy in 43% in patients, with many of

these patients having peak skin dose values of over 200 Gy. Had these patients been

evaluated using the current TG43 treatment planning approach, assessed skin D1cm2

values would have been 22.2% lower on average, possibly misrepresenting the potential

for skin damage. Recently, Mashouf et al52 attempted to correlate treatment outcomes

with skin metrics produced using the ICF formalism. The usage of the ICF method led

to an increase in correlation of skin side effects to skin dose metrics by up to 91%, a

significant improvement in the ability to predict skin toxicity. However, as previously

mentioned, the ICF method may not be as accurate as the use of full MC simulations,

suggesting MBDCAs may be able to further improve predictions of skin toxicity in

treatment evaluation.

Rib doses are also grossly underestimated by water-based models, with MCref

modeling causing the average estimated rib volume over 90 Gy to increase by a factor

of 6. However, adult cortical bone is not considered to be a relatively radiosensitive

organ, and previous studies investigating brachytherapy treatments with 125I sources

implanted less than 0.5 cm from the ribs showed no osseous toxicity in a long-term

retrospective analysis58. Heart and lung doses are very low in both TG43sim and MCref

models, with mean heart V50 and V10 values equal to zero, and mean heart doses below

0.60 Gy for all MCref patients. However, when heart D1cm2 metrics are extracted, some

MCref models have values above 10 Gy. Although this is still well below the guidelines

set to prevent pericarditis by the ‘Quantitative Analyses of Normal Tissue Effects in the
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Clinic’ (QUANTEC) study59, it may still be high enough to warrant clinical interest,

as the rate of long-term, post-radiation major coronary events has been linked to heart

dose with no apparent lower threshold60. To prevent radiation induced pneumonitis,

QUANTEC sets a limit of mean lung dose at 7 Gy, a much higher value than that

received by all BCCA PBSI patients (as indicated by the low values of MCref patient

lung V5 and V20 values).

4.4 Future directions

The successful transition from TG43 to MBDCA-based clinical treatment planning and

evaluation relies heavily on the accuracy of the breast models used in simulations. Many

works in the literature have examined different aspects of breast modeling, aiding in the

transition from simple, basic breast models to complex, more accurate virtual repre-

sentations. The antiquated assumption that breast is composed of 50% fibroglandular

tissue and 50% fat tissue was shown to be unrealistic26,54. The use of different MAR

methods has been investigated31, with the STR technique recommended for its ability

to mitigate CT artifacts while preserving tissue heterogeneity. The segmentation of adi-

pose and gland tissues is required, as it significantly changes the photon fluence when

compared to averaged tissue phantoms30,33. To improve the accuracy of this segmen-

tation, this thesis demonstrates that adipose-gland segmentation should be performed

using a patient-specific tissue threshold, rather than a single, fixed density boundary.

This thesis also suggests that the orientation of modeled sources should be as close

to realistic as possible, as the axial seed positioning used in other MC studies may

introduce errors into skin and target dose metrics.

Despite this work addressing some outstanding questions in MC breast model cre-

ation, several other assumptions involved in MC model-creation remain unanswered.
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Large uncertainties exist in the elemental composition of assigned breast tissue. These

uncertainties have been shown to have large effects on brachytherapy dose distributions

for a small number of patients32, but no study has assessed the possible difference in

dose metrics due to variations in elemental composition for a substantial patient cohort.

CT scans taken at one month post-implantation are assumed to be representative of

patient anatomies, but the swelling and edema common to PBSI surgeries can result

in variable patient geometries over the course of several 103Pd half lives. Breast geome-

tries may also shift when moving from the supine position used in CT imaging and the

upright position of day-to-day patient activities. The assignment of skin tissue often

relies on an approximation of skin thickness, but no consensus skin thickness value has

been chosen. Current works in the literature use thickness values of 1 mm (Mashouf

et al (2016)52), 2 mm (this Thesis (based on work by Hilts et al at the BCCA11) and

Afsharpour et al33 (2011)), and 5 mm (Afsharpour et al33 (2010) and Miksys et al32

(2016)), but no research has investigated the effect of these varying skin depths on skin

dose metrics.

These unaddressed questions in model-creation could potentially have consider-

able influence on the calculation of patient dose distributions. Additionally, this thesis

quantifies PBSI radiation dose to the tumour and organs at risk, but no study has yet

coupled MC patient-specific PBSI dose metrics with patient outcomes. Recent ICF

work by Mashouf et al52 demonstrated the possible predictive abilities of more accurate

dose calculation, but additional studies are needed to fully understand the relation-

ship between accurate PBSI dose metrics and patient health. The dosimetric results

presented in this thesis could be used in these future outcomes studies.

4.4. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
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Conclusions and Outlook

The current clinical treatment planning approach for PBSI brachytherapy is based on

the TG43 formalism. Source dose distributions are calculated in water media, ignoring

the influence of interseed attenuation. To quantify the effects of tissue heterogeneity

and interseed attenuation on photon energy deposition, this thesis considered a retro-

spective dosimetric study of 35 PBSI patients treated at the BC Cancer Agency between

2012 and 2016, the first such treatment evaluation performed on patients treated at this

clinic. Water-based and detailed, full-tissue models are created for simulation using the

MBDCA egs brachy, allowing for 32 different dose metrics to be extracted for several

target definitions and five organs at risk. Large differences in patient dose distributions

are demonstrated between TG-43-based models (TG43sim) and those accounting for

tissue heterogeneity and interseed attenuation (MCref). Current TG43 methods con-

siderably overestimate the dose delivered to the target, with differences of up to 28%

occurring in extracted D90 values. Doses to the skin, ribs, heart, and lungs are all

underestimated by the TG43 formalism, often by greater than 20%.

This thesis demonstrated a sensitivity in MBDCA dose distributions to currently

unexplored options in the creation process behind the use of patient-specific models.

Differences in dose metrics between MCref and MCfixed support the determination

of adipose-gland segmentation thresholds on a patient-by-patient basis. Although the
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difference between the fixed-boundary and individualized-boundary models was not sub-

stantial for all patients, a relationship is shown between the difference in adipose-gland

boundary value and dose metrics. For patients with atypical breast tissue densities,

this relationship may lead to appreciable differences in target and organ metrics. Dif-

ferences observed between simulations of the reference case (MCref), with seeds oriented

according to the planned angle of the surgical needle, and those with axially aligned

seeds (MCref-z) are above 3% for many target and skin metrics, suggesting seed ori-

entation should be modeled as accurately as conditions allow. If possible, seed angles

should be modeled according to recorded surgical information. In the absence of known

orientations, a best approximation should be made. The smaller dosimetric differences

between MCref and MCref-45 (seeds angled at a 45◦ approximation), relative to those

seen between MCref and MCref-z, suggest that a seed angle of 45◦ across the transverse

plane may be a good choice of approximation. Negligible differences in patient dose

distributions are found when the BCCA lead shield used for radiation protection was

modeled in egs brachy, suggesting it can be ignored in future PBSI dosimetric studies.

The sensitivity of MBDCA dose calculations to variations in patient modeling

motivates the adoption of a standardized procedure for the creation of PBSI breast

models, such as the procedures used herein to create MCref. Future PBSI work has

many opportunities to improve the accuracy of these models. Research into breast

tissue compositions is required, as many of the tissue elemental compositions used

in this thesis are taken from antiquated sources examining only a few patients. A

study into the sensitivity of skin dose metrics to assumptions of skin depth should be

performed, as skin thicknesses from 1 to 5 mm are routinely used in PBSI literature.

Volume-changing breast models should be investigated, as the use of static breast models

may be inaccurate due to the swelling and edema caused by the surgical implantation.

Finally, outcomes studies are needed to correlate more accurate MBDCA dose metrics
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with patient outcomes. If MC-based dose metrics become the norm, clinical dose targets

and thresholds could also need revision, in order to better reflect the new, more accurate

patient doses.



Appendix A

CT Calibration Curve

All pixel mass density (g cm-3) values used in this thesis had to be first derived from

the original Hounsfield Units (HU) output by the CT machine. This conversion is

performed using a CT calibration curve, presented in Table A.1. Mass density values

for CT Numbers found between any two listed values are calculated using a linear

interpolation. The CT scanner used in this work was a GE Lightspeed RT 16 using a

120 kV, 250 mA helical scan parameters, with a 2 mm slice spacing and 56 cm field of

view.

Table A.1: CT calibration curve for the conversion of pixel
Hounsfield Units into mass density values

CT Number / HU Mass Density / g cm-3

-1000 0.001
0.0 1.008
61.9 1.073
1000 1.667
2000 2.300
3000 2.933
3100 2.999
5000 2.999
10000 7.365
20000 10.000
25000 10.000
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